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The NELC discretionary program is aimed at increasing the Center's capability to perform the prime ob.
jective of a Navy laboratory: to provide both timely leadership and assistance to others in meeting the most
important needs of the Fleet in timely, cost-effective ways.

The FY74 IR/IED program resulted from the recomr.,ndation to the Technici. Director of the IR/lED
Program Council, a group formed of one member from each technical department, the Analysis Group, and
'he Planning Office, and chaired by the head of the Advanced TechnologiesOffice. Proposalsoriginating from
the technical staff were combined and grouped into larger, coherent efforts under designated program man-
agers. In most cases there were participants from several divisions and more than one department.

The overall program can be divided into two categories - both of which support our objective - (1) new
capabilities which will hell) us fulfill our role in providing the technological base for equipment of the future
and (2) improved capabilities to achieve significant gains in equipment performance, reliability, and efficiency
together with reductions in equipment size, weight, and life-cycle cost in the present.

Examples of the first category include:

"* "Devices f or New Frequency Regions" (Z193) was an interdivisional effort from which the first
Highlight is taken.

* "Programmable Electro.Optical Processor" (Z197 and Z274), the second Highlight. combines IR arid
IED work that gives a capability to perform mathematical operations at very high speed. The scientists tri
this project wurk closely with signal processing engineers from the Naval Undersea Center on future
appl'cat ions

0 In the electro optics area. application to communication problems continued with the development of
"Narrowvand Underwater Laser and Detector" (Z198) for underwater systems and "Optical Covert Com.
munircations Using Laser Transceivers (OCCULT)" (Z275).

* "Signal Processing Imager Using Charge Coupled Devices" 1Z194) is a joint project with researchers of
the NiAvai Undersea Center to exploit a new devic to solve an old problem.

Projects in the --cond category include:

* "-T'hlecomnnjnication Equipment Low'Cost Acquisition Method (TELCAM)" (Z269). Described in
the third Hohhlight artcle, this is directed toward achtevinq low-cost electronic equipment and device pro.
curt'm'•rlt throu•h the dcivelol••wrt of alternatives to the use of military specifications.

* Ht-hwbilty anrnuinwinab0lty will b iacreased through u•e of 'CA Standar Packaging System"
(Z273)

* Reduct•inn of cost. wight. anld sini will be achieveti througth modulaily in systems which will employ
rtci,,l nf "S•iall Ship Comrmatd Control SVytem (SSCCSI" (Z270): "Advanced Digital Communications
Modules Systemn IAUCOMI"0 Q2721, and "VERDIN Dem"odulator Dessgn Study"* VZ276).

The FY75 1utgran folh.n the same philosopy In irticular tout of 'he lritt dt Exploratory

Dizvclopnwnm rworcu Intinrnderl to q've mrttimnanhiat totutkomn to important Marine Corps% ptojectsý
rthe NELC ctoeac :, t e-taatqnd dv-telmtwtwinnt accnniplishmnets wero efallturexs) dusnely in the

May-JAine mtiks of Othe ONR Aiavj/ Rsewrch Reviews. All bhot two of the articles selctied by, the Center
menat-rnwnt to h•qhlIqht 1ýat and cutremn adeoven•nl vwre derived from thw dsctrlionaty funded
program
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tions. Surveillance receivers piay a key role in elec-
tronic signal measurement (ESM) programs. to which
the Navy remains firmly committed. The potential

4 1 uses of millimcter wave MICs extend, of course, over
'~ I -a much broader area, and benefits are expected to

accrue in communications 3nd other f ields as well.
A hybrid MIC approach utilizing microstrip line

was chosen for this work, this type of approach hay-

ehf Integrated Circulits trg been used with considerable success at lower
microwave frequencies. With suitable adjustments
of materials and techniques to meet the special con-
ditions at ehf, microstrip demonstrates strong poten-

D. L. Saul tial for practical circuit applications at frequencies
well above the traditional frequency limitations of
conventional microstrip designs. For purposes of

This task was focused on extending the frequency this task, a substrate utilizing irradiated polyoilef in
capability of microwave integrated circuits IMICs) to dielectric was chosen. This material, manufactured
piermit operation at millimeter wavelengths (ehf). and marketed under the trade name Polyguide, is
Experience has shown that MIC techniques that are obtained in sheets of 1O-mil thickness, copper clad
successful when routinely applied in the conventional on both s.'des. The planar microstrip circuits are
microwave bands (mainly below 12 GHz) are decid- made by means of a photof abr ication process.
edly incompatible with conditions which prevail at Elfforts were then directed toward development of
ehf Efforts were thus directed toward development a family of wideband. high.performance integrable
of new technology needed to build MICs capable of components. Microwave hybrid junctions (or simply
performing well at t-h!, and dpplICationI Of th~is tech- hybrids, not to be confused with hybrid ICs as dis-
nology toward the practical realization of comnponents taflguishedl f rom monolithic ICs) werec af forded high
and circuut% to provide a basis for full exploitation of priority fort two reasons. F irst, they are cr itical com-
MIC technology irm the elif rangje ponents for discriminators used in instantaneous fre-

quency measuring (IF M) surveillance receivers. an'd.
second, they are by nature key building blocks in mix-
er5, certain types of reflection amplifiers, and other

With conventional mi.. -owave integrated circuit application arc-as throughout the general rmicrowave
(MICI technology dearly inadequate for millimveter field.
wavelength lehf I applications. efforts were directed Sevveral types of hybrids were developed, with Pem-
towird devetoptmint of new technology to permit the phasis on extreme bandwidth capability. The various
potential of MICs to be fully realized at ehi. A hy- types include two, arid three~ branch couplers. conven:
butd approach utitizing microstrip fabmicated on an tional anid revetrw phase hybrid riNgs. threo-port ter,
tirtadiated polyolefin substrate masteirial led to asuc- minate-d coupltes of the Wilkinswi type. amnd two.
cietsfull devielopnient of a numsber of comipote-nts and ut~ge adaptations of the Wilkinson couplet ter exý
circutit*. These included sevetal tlype-i of wid'eband itremety wide~batxfwadthaplctn.
maicrowave hybrid junctions. an MIC discrimintorc ' ote eximilitt% of circuit integration are shown
of the insitaintaneous frequency measuring ItFM) an figure 1. Three experimewntal discrtitinator citý
type. and integrated detectors having exceptionially curls are shown. together with,;.- type of reflection
low voltage standing wave~ ratio without lost of cancoming detevct circuit that was developed to over.
Smnsitivity. come voltage standing wave ratio IVSWR) pr(tobet05

Tho chf MIC will peovide the. Navy with a needed usually found ini conventional wideband dietectot
capability in electronic ug"nalwasuliernent (ESMI nsuwnt,., the detector*% three-bitancli coupltr tune
and covert conuaunilcaions flot now avwlaaaw, lions a% a iruadtature hybrid. The tapered line which

doubles back on itself is a line termination to which
_________________________________________a N'Jie of resistive film is attladsed The detcctor cwt

cuti uitiliew a tair of beam leaded Sichottr, y bWrrier
In carrytingi this work forward within a context of diodes. The hybrid'% properties art, such that powert

tvole~cted Naval ysvotrms t"equarenents. special empha, ref lected fton a liair of identical diodes will ideatly
urs was ptact.d initially on develolinsnt of wdebAn-i add in phbase at the totmnination and thus be dzsvipat
Compcrients vuitable for surveJilance receiver applica ed. with the detector's input port tremainuig isolated



from the unwanted reflections. In laboratory tests, tinuous monitoring of all signals appearing within
one of these MIC units easily outperformed a widely the band of coverage.

used commercial type of wideband detector, both in Figure 2 illustrates a microstrip discriminator of

VSWR performance and sensitivity, the IFM type. A later design which incorporates four

The discriminator circuits shown in figure 1 were integrated detectors of the ref lection-canceling type

developed for use in IFM receivers, a type frequently is built on a 2-by-2-inch substrate. A subsequent cir-

used for surveillance purposes in the microwave bands. cuit incorporates integrated detectors and incorpor-

The IFM type of discriminator is correctly termed a ates all circuitry, including four detectors of the

discriminator in the sense that its output varies as a reflection-canceling !ype, on a 2-by-2-inch substrate.

function of input %ignal frequency. It is considerably 7101
more sophisticated than the discriminator type used tROI 1.07
fr demodulating FM signals, however and the two193

must not be confused. The IFM discriminator is Contact:

usually a very wideband device, and is employed in J. W. Carson or D. L. Saul

connection with other IF M receiver circuitry to gen, N ELC Code 2300
erate a polar spectrum display which allows con. (714) 225.6763 or 225-7096

Figure 1. Examples of microwave in-p. tegrated discriminator cir-cuirs and a reflection-

IFM DISCRIMINATOR CIRCUITS can-eling detector circuit for
use in IFM receivers. The ta-
pered line on the detector cir,.
cuit is a line termination to

which a sheet of resistive film
is attached prior t use.

.NEL C photgraph LSF

RE F LECTION-CANCE LING DETECTOR CIRCUIT

Figwe 2 Miwfoswip disoc:rtiwnaror in
tahoratov test ftkr"e Fx,

detectors ae alfied fo., res

p10poWS



Programmable Electro- gation allows many one-dimensional operations to be

performed simultaneously.

Optical Processor Since the advent of the laser, much effort has been
expended in applying coherent optical techniques to

signal processing in order to utilize the separate con-

trol of amplitude and phase obtained. Many worth-
R.P. Bocker, K. Bromley, and M.A. Monahan while applications are in view and much promising

research in these areas is underway. In many appli-

cations, however, efforts are currently thwarted by

(1) vibration sensitivity due to the interferometric

nature of many techniques, and (2) lack of a reai-
The objective is a single electro-optical device pro- time input material sufficiently developed for use in

grammable to perform any of a number of mathe- a cost-effective. compact. off-the-shelf system.matiaalotransformateoncompactyoffgthepshelfIsystem.
matical transformaticjis at very high speed. Incoher- To retain the features of fast multiplication rate

ent optical techniques provide real-time capability and parallel operation while bypassing the problems

and relative freedom from vibration sensitivity. Pro- of vibration sensitivity and lack of real-time input

gramming is accomplished by mechanical switching capability, the authors chose to pursue a different

from one photographic mask to another. This de- tack -- to investigate incoherent optical techniques.

vice is cepable of a large variety of transformations Results to date have been promising (ref 1-3). Two

and linear filtering operations. early exploratory development models were designed

to cross-correlate simultaneously a "live" input signal

with a large reference library of stored signals. These

were applied to the problems of automatic passive

The Navy has a broad interest in signal processing sonar classification and active sonar detection and

iJni( is Dresently funding many programs to develop localization (ref 1 and 2). The present system is

syst.ms which perform transform and matrix opera- capable of a large variety of linear transformations

lions Examples include Fourier spectral analysis of and linear filtering operations. The basic concept of

signals. vocoding and bandwidth compression of the technique is shown and described in figure 1.

voire, and numerous applications of transversal filter- In mathematic;al terms, if we consider the electrical

ing in radar and sonar signal processing. input signal modulating the light-emitting diode

Present systems for performing matrix transforma- (LED) to be a column vector B of sampled data

tions are mostly all-diyital electronic systems which points, the mask to represent a matrix A. and the

req(uire either time-consuming sequential computa- analog values serially read out of the charge coupled

tion of each point in the matrix or large amounts of device (CCD) as a vector C, then it can be shown that

hardware to achieve a degree of parallelism in opera- this device performs the vector-matrix multiply

tion. Most of these processors are hard-wired to per- operation (ref 3):

form a particular sequential algorithm and are there-

lore limited to performing on'-, one type of N

transformation. C AB or cm == amnbn, m= 1, 2,3- M

The objective of the NELC program in electro- n=1

optical signal processing is to develop a single

electro-optical device which is programmable to per- Some examples of operations which can be performed

form any of a number of mathem3tical transforma- are linear filtering, derivative operations, correlalion.

tions at very high speed. The optical, fully-parallel convolution. Fourier transforms, Laplace transforms,

nature of the device allows computation of very Walsh-Hadamard transforms, Z-transforms, and Mellin

large transformations almost instantaneously in a transforms. In fact, by simply replacing the photo-

unit which can be significantly smaller and less com- graphic mask (the matrix A) in the above-described

plex than existing systems. system, it can be converted, for example, from a

The use of optics in signal processing introduces Walsh transform device to a Z-transform device.

two important features. The first is an extremely Thus, it is mechanically programmable. The method

fast multiplication rate. Multiplication of one analog of designing the masks is described in reference 3.

value by another occurs in the time required for light One of these masks is shown in figure 2; this mask,

to pass through an optical transparency -' typically reduced to 35-mm format, is that used to generate

a picosecond. The second is parallel processing capa- the real and imaginary coefficients of a Fourier trans-

bility. The two-dimensional nature of light propa- form of the input data.
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ulates the radicnce of a light-emitting diode (LED) (not visible here) as a function of time. The LED
is imaged by a Fresnel condensing tens (not v;sible) into the entrawnce aperture of an imaging left
The mask. photographic transparency (1), is placed in this light heam immediately after the condens.
ing lens The mask has the form of a linear array of horizontal channels, each channel having a dif.

ferent spatial variation in intensity transmittance corresponding to sone desired function. The imag-
ing lens 12) inages this transparency, via a scanning mirror (3). onto a ýtical row of integrating de-
tectors; a line-array charge coupled device M4. The scanning mirror causes the image to repetitively
translate horizontally. with constant velocity. acroas the face of the CCD array. The CCD integrates
this intensi.y-moduiated moving image during, the mirror s••p. and the restltant values am rad
out durmn the nurpo' return.
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A second-generation electro-optical processor in- 4 Anonymous, "And Now - the PCCD," Electro-
corporatng a two-dimensional CCD array as the Optical Systewrns Desvig, v 6, n 1. p 6. January
integrating, scanning, and read-out device was de. 1974.

signed in FY74 and will be built in FY75. With

proper Iv timed clocking sequences, the scanning PU3LICATIONS
operation can be performed entirely within the CCD

chip, thereby eliminating the need for a scanning Bocker, R.P., "Matrix Multiplication Using Incoherent
mirror, Such a system - conposed of only an LED, Optical Techniques." Aopplied Optics. v 13. p.

a concensing fens, a replaceable mask. and a two.
dimensional CCD array - will form an extremely 1670 1676, July 1974

compact, rugged system, with no moving parts, for Backer. R.P.. Bromley. K.. and Monahan, M.A., 'Op.

performing vectov.matrix operations at very high tical Data Processing For Fleet Applications."

speed The size of the largest allowable matrix is Naval Research Reviews, v XXVII. p 44-48. May.
limited to that of the CCD array (100-by. 100. June 1974

element CCDs are off-the-shelf items today, and Bromley. K.. "An Optical Incoherent Correlator,"

1000-by-t000-.lement CCDs are envisioned within a Optica Acra, v 21. n 1. p 35-41. January 1974
few vears). The fastest throughput rate is limited to Bromley. K.. Monahan. M.A.. and Bocker. R.P.. "CCD
the read-out rate of fth CCDs -typically 10 MH: Performs Scanning in Optical Processor," Ap.Jied

today, with peristaltic lburied channel) CCDs prom Optics (to be submitted for publication)
ismg 1 GHz for the future (ref 4). In addition it is
planned to eliminate mechanical changing of the Powers. JiP., "Analysis of a Multipurpose Electro-

mask by constructing a real-time programmable Optical Signal Processor." Naval Postgraduate

mask tar application to voice processing problems. School Report NPS-52P0741 A

Strand. T C.. and Persons. C.E . "'Incoherent Optical
REFERENCES Correlator for Active Sonaw." NELC TR 1887,27

July 1973
1 Bromley, K.. "An Optical Incoherent Coirelator."

Optica Aeta. v 21. p 35-41. January 1914

2 Strand. T C, and Persons. C.E . 'lncolwrtent Op ZROl 12auraZF61212
vIcel Correlatoo for Active Sonar.'" NELC TR (NELCZ?97 2ndZ274)

1887. 27 July 1973

Conta•t

3 Bockee. R P. "Matrix Multiplitction Using litw. K Bromley
hetient Optical Tech•rq.t.e." AapipIe Optics. Code 2500
v 13. p 1670 1676. July 1974 (714t 225-64A
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Telecommunication Equip- enabled analysis o be performed of vari-
ou4 methods of procuring hardware for industrial

mont Low-Cost Acquisition and commercial markets. Methods of hardware de-

Method [TELCAM] velopment, maintenance, and logistics were alsoMetho (TE CAM)studied.

The environmental aspects of hardware were ex-
amined to determine the feasibility of reducing cri-

C. L. Ward teria levels for specific known applicr:tions. Towards
the objective commercial off-the-shelf equipment such
as memories, plotters, tape recorders, radio-telephones,

aand closed-circuit television displays were evaluated
The TE LCAM project investigated the feasibility with promising results. In general, these evaluations

of developing a low-cost acquisition method for telh. supported the concept that commercial equipment,
coinmuiiication electronic comrlpcneits, equipments, properly designed, would meet certain specific appli-
arid .ystetns while at the same time meeting the mifi. cations for military electronic use with resultant cost
tar perfformance, availability, and sustainability re- savings., In addition, the environmental study also

luiiernents In many itistanceý, qeneral specifications showed that a reduction in environmental criteria was
are general in nature and tend to produce a product possible for specific applications without decreasing
which is "gold plated" for some applications. There the survivability. Preliminary results for FY74 are
are many instances within Wx., military usage of elec. documented in NELC TD 335. (See Publication.)
troilic equipments ,n whicl, commercial products

can assurme new importance as serious contenders.
The TELCAM effort was directed towar(ds providing iiiiiii_,__t____t

the project manaeqr with guidance in selecting the
bet equipment for the operational environment at TELCAM is directed toward achieving low-cost
the lowest overall cost. electronic equipment and device procurement through

The qreat-st I)Otirntidl for reducing the cost of the development of alternatives to the use of military
electronic equipments and systems resides with the specifications. A guidebook which presents ways for
(deCi'siOni mker early in the development phase. More managers to de,:-lop and procure effective, low-cost
cost Aer t perhdps than in the past, the designer is telecomrmunic-. ,. i ;:iIpnient has been prepared.
required to use new approaches to equipment speci-
licarioris, selection, and deveioprnent, as well as con-
sidering maintenance and support. He is now de-
erl)hassi.ing the acquisition of the highest state-of-
the-art and oftentimes unneeded performance in fa- The first practical result of TELCAM is a "Guide-
var of obtaining the best performance for the dollars book for Development and Procurement of Low-Cost
available. The major part of life-cycle cost is during Telecommunication Equipment," an initial draft of
the operational phase; therefore, serious attention which has been prepared for use by NELC program
must be given to this aspect. The use of commercial and project managers. The guidebook presents ways
equipments in conjunction with warranties, contractor- for managers to develop and procure effective, low-
supplied services, arid spare parts can be an attractive cost telecommunication equipment through the use
alternate to conventional military electronic procure- of (1) life-cycle cost analyses which consider existing
mn-nt and maintenance, military and commercial equipments as well as new

As part of the objective of TELCAM to develop a designs- (2) less restrictive environmental character-
methodology using appropriate industrial Pnd com- istics; (3) early planning for maintenance and sup-
mercial practices and standards to economically ac- port; and (4) use of long-term warranties and guaran-
quire telecommunication equipment, interviews were tees integrated with procurement contracts. It is
conducted with many electronic manufacturers of intended that this guidebook be utilized by selected
military and commercial products. In addition, Sears NELC project managers during FY75 and that his-
& Roebuck, National Steel and Shipbuilding, Todd torical data be collected. The results of this utiliza-
Shipbuilding, AIR INC, as well as numerous system tion will be incorporated with results of the continu-
commands within NAVMAT and Army and Air Force ing study to validate procedures. The cost of the
acquisition managers were interviewed. The results of hardware development will be borne by the cognizant
the "Electronics X" program, being conducted by program office or technical code with engineering
DoD, were analyzed for use on TELCAM. These in- support being provided by the TELCAM project. The

10



'E LCAM procurement methodology will be useful

for Navy and Tri-Service use for the acquisition of

lower-cost electronics. ZF61.512
(NELC Z269)

PUBLICATION
Contact:

Leffler, R., "Telecommunication Equipment Low- C.L. Ward

Cost Acquisition Method (TELCAM)" NELC TD NELC Code 4400

335, 15 July 1974 (714) 225-7136

-.
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(Only projects not listed in earlier reports')

Funding NELC No. Title Based on

E LECTROOPTICAL

1, 6271 1N WF 11.121.710 F231 Fiber Optic Cable for Undersea ZF61.212.001 (NEILC Z242)
XF 11.121.300 Applications

2. 6272IN RF21.242.102 N609 Real-Time Optical Masks ZF61.212.001 (N ELC Z252)

3. 62762N WF54.545.603 F227 Fiber Optics Technology-AIR ZF61.212.001 (NE LC Z246)

4. 62762N XF54.545.022 F 225 F iber Optics 1'echnology - ELE X ZF61 .212.001 (NELC Z246)
5. 62762N XF54.545.033 F233 Blue-Green Dye Laser Technology ZROIII.07 (NELCZ160and

Z1 98)
6. 63534N S4629 F226 2K-SES Fiber Optic Study ZF61-212.001 I N ELC Z246)
7. 6379IN W41 XS F228 A-7 Airbom~e Lightweight Optical ZF61.212.001 INELC Z246)

Fiber Technology (ALOFT)

8. G&IVN -NAVAIR F229 Optical Coupler ZFC>1.212.001 iNELCZ246)
9. 61153N RPa1 1.o7. 1o J425 Optical Satellite Communicati.'ns ZF XX.212.001 (N ELC Z227

and Z275)

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPAGATION

1 DNA L25AAXHX635 M220 Magnetosptieric Instability Studies ZR021,01 INELCZ~177)
2. 33109N X3279 M407 SATCOM Space Diversity for ZRO21.01 (NELCZ192)

Equatorial Scintillation
3 61 153N RRO32,08,01 M221 Ionospheric Iffequtdilty Measuremelnt ZR021.01 (NEIC Z192)

MATERIALS AD PROCESE

1 62762N XFbi4.545.029 R223 Surface Acoujstics Wave Device Apli ZF XX.51?2 INC: LO. 1231)
cation -n Communication ZRQ2?I.o7 INELC Z165)

2 . .'F 1INFI) P232 Userf Hardened E lmwtr oopt teal Sensor ZROI 1.07 (NIL.C Zi641
Electronics and Z193)

3 62762N R F54,545 003 F 30,2 Indium Pholpmd.Go Ct~h and ZROI11.02 (NE LC Z193)
Evaluation

4 HDL Army 11218 NO LCMOS D4itmilSensar ZF61 517 (NE LC 2201
S 67762N XF 54 545 021 N460 Not%@ rO Charglo Coupl~d Deqvsr!%s ICCf)s) ZROI1.02 (NE LC 11951
G62702?E ARPA N457 Modulaf Pr Oowese lot HsrRtiKOW, ZATI 0' .2 (NELL. Z1619

Rostoration (CCID)

tNFOAMATION PROCF=SNG

I 61 153N RARO 40 701 N715 Nonlinear Progr~twr"ng Apwtecotions 11014.10 (NELC Z1661l

. 21.SF1 0ltN8 Criomla Difevtoei SysteM Processing ZR014 02 INE LC Z1551
Archi teetuto

3 62721N XP271 211 002 N? 13 Conwv Utni Cclrds lftlo'tan Svssem ZP6121212 INELC Z2701
lwnolog4qs

810F LEVY 1OAIICS

I "KIN NAV klft) CT14 S107 Auitgrated C lioputm*"Vr Dag 11O4C1.20 (NE LC k 182)
System

2 63706N M4311 sloe ftrtat~e Life Sup~jot StrtvCh,, ZR0j41 01 INELE 21811

'NELC TO 141. t SOP 1971. TD 194. 1 Sop 1972. and TO 267. 1 Sop 1973
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BIOMEDICAL AiýPLICATIONS 2. A ho4Pital bed scale which gives a continuous
In F73 to pojecs i thebioedicl aea wreisplay of weight for those patients whose treatmant

funded under 61 WbN, ZRO41.O1 and ZRO4I.20 rqie otnoskoldeo li aac n

The work was continued in F Y74 with sponsorship who cannot be moved to a conventional scale. A digi-
by the Naval Medical Research and Development tal display shows the patient's current weight and
Co-.,mdndI, foi;nei ly bure~u o' Me6LiACaf aid Sur- the tola! loss or gain during the observation tinte to

Sery, and in cooperation with Nava'i Medical Center, within 1 pound.
San Diego (NMCSDI, formerly Naval Hospital San 3. An engineering prototype of a controller for a
Diean From the combined efforts of physicians, wheelchair which needs only minimal motion of the
engineers, and scientists, improvements in health care iaietshdtchngtedreioo pedfte
delivery have been made. chair. It enables disabled persons to be independent-

ly mobilil.

Noninvasive Patient Monitoring for Contact:
Diagnosing Cardiac Pathiology i. Silva

1. An autontated data system to provide real- (714Cod 32-400

time analysis arid interpretation of electrocardiograms
(E.CGs). Electrodes are attached to NMCSD patients
to record ECGs, and the analog data are digitized, re- FIBER OPTICS TECHNOLOGY AND
corded on magnetic tape, and, at present, batch proc- SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
essud by the NELC IBM 3 W-105 computer. A real- Fiber optics cables in general and the lowr-loss
time on-line ECG processing system will be located fiber optics cable in particular promise orders-of -
in the Hear. Station, Department of Cardiology. magnitude improvement in bandwidth and increased
NMCSD. repeater spacing for long land lines, undersea surveil-

2. Automated computer analysis is made of the lance, and induced telemetry applications. Immunity
ECG. atyexcardlio4Jram. phonocardiogram. and the from electromagnetic pulse and nuclear radiation ef-
carotid ar tery pressure tracing, co'",ectively, to derive I ects can also be provided.
systolic time intervals. These correlate highly with tn early 197 1. aniticipating the promise of wirle
hear t f -inctiori and current ef forts are directed toward application to the Navy's sysxems, NE LC f unded liWer
gaitreri-11 data on prosthetic heart valve patients for optics technology within the Center's independent
lorgte'ti evaluation of valve changes. Explorato;,y Developmnwrt lIED)} Program for theoret'-

cat arid experimental Noirk.3. Simultaneous processing of echocardiogramn In succeeding yewrs support with BIED tundinig con.
data together with thr- systolic time intevval data has tinued. Meantimne, additionzt sponsored fiber optics
given automated analysis of the left Iventrticulat echo. projects ffrom virious Naval Systemn Commands ex.
cardiogram in Itinted testing, It hias the poleritial of panded this woirk, BrFY72 and FY73 the sponsor-
replacing cardiac cathl~eteizaauon, a surgical pirocedisre, tundetl woik ini filier optics exceced S500k.
wi th a nonrinvasive technique f or diagnosing heart The lack of oweration~lly deployabte cable is the
disease. m~si imptortvt f actor limiting the use of f1iber optics

in military systems. Advivncement in the- technology
Medical Instrumnentation 0 f fibet optics connecitos, transmittimrs, and receivers

1. A side-piressute-reading catheter mewasures arid qualification and 2taadardiiation of ail corn.
squeeze pressure in the sphincter of Odd, in the com- Vonents are needpid to reolize maximum impact on
mon bile duct and pirovides rnformati~mi useful in iltr jem.Ttieietote, Jur inil FY14 a Large
evaluiati pancreatic and bihiaty disease. risittwpnswacd program was atiblished to improve
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and exploit fiber optics technology through in-house To assure Tni-Service coordination and cooperation
and contract work. The funding provided by NAV- in the DoD Fiber Optics program, a Coordinating
AIR, NAVE LEX, NAVSHIPS, ONR, ARPA. and Air Group of Army, Navy, and Air Force members has
Fnrce Cambridge Research Laboratory was expended been established. This Center will participate active-
as shown in table 1, which also includes FY75 plans. ly in coordinating the program arrived at by the

Group, which makes recommendations to the Steer-
ing Committee.

System applications of fiber optics need not wait
ITec!noiogy Systems for the outputs of FY75 technology development.

Dievelopment Devtongment Available f iber optics components can be and are be-
In-House Contract In-House Contract Total ing used today to solve Navy problems and to estab-

FY74 $324.5k $395.Ok S336.0k $607.0k $1662.5k lish system feasibility and credibility iri anticipation

FY75 742.8 527.2 1649.0 860.0 12779.0 of improved fiber optics comp.)nents piromised in the
____________ _J__- FY75 technology developmen., program. One of -,he

TABLE 1. EXPENDITURE FOR FIBER OPTICS most important system developments in FY75 will
be the completion of the design and fabrication oi a
fiber optic cabling system to replace wires in the

FY74 Typical Accomplisbmrits navigation and weapons delivering system of the
NELOenqneet- )ve podued arepir kt wich Navy's A-7E aircraft. This will be accomplished by
NEL~en.inee ½ae poducd arepir kt wichadding time div~ision multiplexing cir-cuits and fiber

can be used In .-he field to repair a severed fiber optic otc nefc icisetral oteeitn
bundle in less than a minute. avontics indtexfchangrcins etrall yt the daoerxibesoticg

Plastic coating of the lov. -loss f iners is a technology aincals. The demohnstaiong wll tedtak olaer fine othre

invotation tt incrvise the tensile strength. of *he cables. labdeoratoryiuation, griun simulateionthe

larwer-caiarneter fused silica fibers and to increase their execsing laboadr full-laight test n exr ise ulatheiota

bendlability. Under a ontract. the use of KYNAR ercsinadstem.gttsteecse!fth oa

has been shown to be very effective A joint effort between NE LC and Nava! Undersea
A rlosed-circuit TV. constructed in FY13. was it. Center INUC). Hawaii, will result in the development

stalled in USS KITTY HAWK ind enthusiastically re- of the Navy's first fiber optics cable for undersea ap-
reived. It uses fiber optil-Lunfles to carry the vide- plications. Initially. sartiple fiber optics bundles and
infoir -ation between a transmitter and rece~vcr which cablqs will be fabricated to determine the optimum
can be separated as muchi &,s MWOO feet method of incorporating optical f iber s into long

cables. Then. ftinal cable and electro-optics will I-e
FY75 Tedinology and Systeme Application 14yjrcated anid tested to meet operationa& ond rigid
Objectives envirjnmental specif ications.

The technology developiener idsks place emphisis The developm'ent uneef this program will produce
or. the basic f ibln r~pt~c component!. f-'r oevelopinq a tilbr optic c'Ibl,. many kiionwtets in length (~with a
them to full militarv-q!,jalified statui. Tiis includpi goal of V kmn) capaible of zdirying wide-bandwidith
the establishment of m-litriy standards and specifica- communication! Ai(Jdtals. This prograni will provide
tiorts for componvent quality rot ihe fiber optic, at the end of FY75 a general foundation for f Ie
cables. csatifinttrrs. T and Star connectors. splicing, optic cable advanced and engineerinpn develop- .Wit
amd the inwerf ae modular devices and circuits. An. in all Navy undersea areas - FOS, towed at!ii '..nd

ot-her major task viea Is that of component testing tefthr.
w-d evaluation and tests oai rAdition effects in soufc-
esanddefrlcois, It ts hopd th~at tlreso efforts will Contact
lead to a catalog of general-pur pose, mnilitarized fiber P Sultan
optic inf ormlation tr ansmssaon ccipnoxxntfz within a NE LC Code 220
3,yeat period. (1714) 225.6702
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The results of 1,hese tests, which included flowC3  Standard Packaging field visuali/ation, isotherm matNaing ufring liquid

System crystals. arid parametric studies of dual in-line pack-
age I(D IP) resistor network temper atures as f unct ions
of power arid air flow rate, were tutili/ed in establish
ting miaximum power dissipation capability Cf iterra

X. G. Glavas tor devices, glass- arid] aluminum -core circuit toards,

and the application packages of this project.
A stndiidrdized. versatile, miodular ielectronic The miodular approach to packaging and cooling

packaiging system that Meets Cxisting m~ilitary stand described in the "Stadilard Packaging Designs User's
ards and specifications and is suitable toi full nmilitary Manual" (ref 2) provides one of the simplest and most
implementation was developed int this project This versatile anodes for packaging Naval electronic shipl.
fully documented packaging systemi enables the ca board systems for fleet utilitatiori. The packaging
cuit design engineer to select the electronic equip) systemi developewd in this project eliminates the de-
inent enclosure best suited to his requirements from velopielietl co~st and risk associated with the tranISI
28 VariatdIloiS of a basic design tin 12 formats. The det tiori from exploratory development models to pro
signs incorporate the extended height Stanidard Harid (fuition haridware, or any intermediate level. These
wait! Ptorogra (SHP) pri ntr'd circuit btoard into select designis aie particularly suited to the envelope ptiilos
tnt Air Tr arspoir t Equipment cases with provisioning ophiy of the CNM Dirrect Laboratory F unded Project
for stannfardiied eqi~pmenti cooling Tile systemn 2175 (two to one imiproveinient in life cycle cost%
satisfies application environment %hock arid vibi atroni of Naval electronics by 1975) Quick and Easy Design
1equiriermrts as substantitrt'd in environolental tests WE D) proilram, which endorses and exte'nds the
conduitrted by the NE IC Technical andJ Environment Standard Hardware Progrtam. Additionil versatility
al Evaluation Division (Code 4700). includes compatibility, mnechadnical and thermnal, with

tilt- Shipiboard Electronics Equipment Modular Sys
____________________________________________________teni (SEE MS) Finally, thet systemi confoirms to the

electronics packaging philosophy defined for Navy
NEILC packaging system enables the circuit design surfaice efftect ships arid hydrofuoil craft1.

engineer to select the electronic equipment enclosure
best suited to his requirements. The system satisfies REFERENCES
envtironmental shock and vibration requirements, anid IW n n ekht . TeTen
the modular ap~.-oach is simple and versatile,. Malfrto, P . (ifd Aelhi M.old ,"Tcul Thermal

______________________ usdIn Stadarild Electr onic Package Des:gris,''
Naval Postqfraduate School NPS 59Mx 7405 1.

DeSign approauies10 whic~h satisfy shock. vibitatiori, May 1q/4

isolatiori fromradstio frequency itrrecanef 2 Glavas, X G and Trtle, R.F ., "Stanardhit Packjaqnij
troilaignetic ileflt-enence, drip 0"roo1in1, and ease of Designs User's Mjniual." Nk IC TO) (tit
njiaintindbilii criteria aridutla tiing natural ort forced ieliatoi
convVc11tvo riie011tai(s of heat trainster were epsid, 3 True. R. F., "Heat Trinsfer Rates of Pt aliied Car
Bawrd 'ran thermall load and heat trnfi-er, thlere are! cult Boards usedi in Standlard Pickaging U.'
%everal pioten'tial application e!rivonrnirrerts for every ttgn%,** NELC TN (io prepiarationI
traJCkairig systtemt ndfu 4-4144,111011-0 insAltio1n SOi
that the stiandaidiierl packaging %sysern would bw
Itruly versatak, mos~t comtbirnation% of packaging nun 2F61 212
sty1 andr heitloa poMJIssibillities wiere Iniri'tilafed WNEL CZ213)
E.lectroiric equrp1111n tn tenimlo' 're heat Itransfer ciapac
Ititres aliltI aI es Wret V ef I iert ili a coofia'r ,I IVI! A i'tnIi cortaet
fietwoenr NE LC Musgn E ngineei nt) Division and Ilia X G Glivas
Mechanical Erglinocrirtt Deputiment at the Naval NEWC Codi.' 4400
Posatgraduate School, Monteirey. California (reft 1) (714) 2nb 71363



VERDIN Demodulator to demodulate and decode the received signal and de-

termine the time available to perform these opera-
Design Study tions in the receive terminal. From this information

an all-digital QED design was developed which is
functionally equivalent to the VERDIN analog de-

G. M. Brechlin modulator and digital processor.
A comparison of the estimated properties of the

QED with those of the AN/WRR-7 shows that the
QED should provide significant reductions in cost,
weight, and volume of hardware; simplification of
the software needed to perform the decode algo-

Theoretically, system design would be e'pmdited rithms; and a reduction in power requirements (see

Theortinavailability ofystamdeiy woud neay epedd table 1). The cost is cost per unit in quantities of 10by the availability of a family of neatly interfac,•no to 50. Further details are classified.
modules, each performing a common system func-
tion. The VERDIN study shows that designing with Ratio QED/
the NELC-developed QED modules is not only AN/WRR-7 QED WRR.7
"Quick and Easy" but cost-effective as well.

Cost 1per unit) $71k $31k 44%

Size 3.5 it3  2 ft3  57%

The VERDIN study was set up to demonstrate Weight 157 Ib 78 Ib 50%
the feasibility of a functional design approach using
standaid building blocks for circuit implementation Power 200W 165 W 8306
and determine its advantages. The Quick and Easy
Design (QED) Program, which is part of the CNM TABLE 1. PROCESSOR AND DEMODULATOR-
Direct Laboratory Funded Project2175 (two toone POWER SUPPLY UNIT FOR VERDIN RECEIVE
improvement in life-cycle costs of Naval electronics TERMINAL. AN/WRR-7 VS QED.

by 1975). developed a set of QED modules which
can be used to build digital signal processors. The
demodulator and processor of the VE RDIN receive
terminal (AN/WRR-7) were selected for comparison ZF61.212
with the QED approach because the cost of procuring INELCZ276)
these items has increased drastically since their
developmvent. Contact:

Documentation and specifications of the processor W J. Deika
and demodulator operation were studied in order to NE LC Code 5600
identify the functions which have to be performed (7141 225.2661
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Advanced Digital Corn- that many good commercial peripherals exist, but
the problems of selection and militarization will have

municatlons Modules to be solved.

System [ADCOMJ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Advanced technokogy is incworpoated in a farily

A.B. Cranmore anld G.R. Hudcell of m~odules (helgId for wide appficatiofl In telacoPI
munacak.-. NSystems.

A family of reliable, low-cost functional modules ________________________

that can be used to solve both immediate and future
operdtional telecommunications problems will be the On the basis of experience gained by the surveys of
end product of this problem. Advanced information communication functions, packaging, microelectron-
and data processing techniques and advanced modular ics technology, and peripherals, the Submarine Satel-
concepts, supported by the latest microelectronics lite Information Exchange System (SSIXS) subscrib-
technology, will be applied in its development. er terminal was chosen for implementation. It is a

Existing communications systems and system con- good vehicle for ADGOM because it does not require
cepts were reviewed and coordination with ongoing development of peripheral equipment, can be demon-
communication automation programs was initiated. strated in a short time period, and is capable of high
From these systems, common functions capable of pay-off. Currently, the SSIXS subscriber electronics
being individually implemented were identified. consist of the WSC-3 transceiver, a UYK-20 central
These functions were analyzed to determine orocess* processor, a junction box containing link control
ing and pherepheral equipment requirements. logic, and a magnetic tape unit for UYK-20 software

Since this project requires that hardware be built, loading. If implemented, the ADCOM SSIXS sub-
available packaging was scrutinized for suitability, scriber f unctional module would perfoom the func-

Three possible standards were considered -- the 7'... tions of the UYK-20 and eliminate the requirement

by-5inch and the 71ý-Vrb71/Y.inch mrodules developed for the magnetic tape unit.
at this Center and the f amilyV of Standard Hardware Advantages of the proposed SSIXS functional

Program (SHP) modulcs, including the new Super 2A module over the present terminal are much smaller

card. The Super 2A card was chosen, as j result of size (which is importani in a submarine environment),
tradeoffs performed in the CNM Direct Laboratory lower power consumption, lower cost, and higher

F unded Project 2175 ( two to one improvement in reliability. In addition, two terminals could be in-
lit e-cycle cos*,s wi Naval electronics by 19751l Quick stalled in the submarine in one fifth the space occu.

anid Easy Design program Modifieat ions were made pied by the present subscriber terminal, providing
in the~ form of new artwork to facilitate use arnd pro, 100% redundancy

vitie added flexibility. To date, the major hardware portion - onsist'n:g

As a result of the recent development of the of the central processing unit and memory -has been
microprocessor, direct functional implementation of designed and tested., Portions of the f irmware that

com~munlication requirements is now possible. A will not be adversely affected by system changes have
survey of existing microprocessors was conducted been flow-charted and coded in a symbolic assembly

and a decision was made ta base present exploratory language, developed under ADCOM, that is convati-
efforts on the tntel 8080. Support elec~troniics for lie with in existing compiler (CS. 1).

the Intel 8080 will b~e the Intel 2102 static random. ZF67?,21
access memoryV chip and the Intel 1 702A erasable (NE LC Z272)
read~only memory c'ip.

Advanced communication systems cannot be Contact:
built without peripheral equipments such as printers. A. 13. Cranmore
keyboard, displays, and memories. A cursory survey NE LC Code 3200
of presently available peripht-ril technologies revealed (714) 225.6807
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Equatorial Scintillation ties to form in in otherwise very smooth ionization
distribution in the ionosphere. Several speculative

Re earch theories have been proposed. .ut these lack definitive
testing because detailed know;edge of the structure of
the irregularities is also Leiknown

V. E. Hildebrasid Several tasks were subsequently unde& tdke-i to
pursue avenues by wvtich the lacking information Azn

be obtained. The task we.e:

Initial tests of a fleet satellite communications 0 Study of meam for characterization of the scin-

system showed that severe disruption of service was tillation channel in temr of the impulse respcnse or

often experienced during the nighttime in equatorial transfer function;

regions. Directed tests by NELC personnel during S Examination of the usefulness of satellite ex-

the spring periods of 1970, 1971. and 1972 deter. periments currently in operation and planned to be
mined that the satellite signals traversing the equa- flown in the immediate future for measurement of

torial ionosphere often exhibit severe scintillations solar a-d geophysical phenomena related to scintilla-
with fluctuations up to 25 dB in amplitude. The tion irregularity research;
Navy has been committed to a uhf satellite system

for future fleet communications and must live with 0 Use of holographic techniques at radio wave-

this problem; thus, this project was initiated to deter- lengths to determine the detailed structure of the
mine what can be done to minimize the impact of irregularities; and

scintillations on Navy systems. • Examination of the effects of irregularities in

the outer plasmasphere on transionospheric radio
wave propagation.

The Navy is fully committed to a uhf satellite sys- Phase measurements on the scintillation channel

tern for future fleet communications. During tests are lacking and deserve high priority in future experi-
strong scintillation has been found to degrade system mental research. This will provide much-needed in-

performance. This pboject was initiated to determine formation for communications designers as well as

what can be done to minimize the disruptive effect oi settle doubts about whether theoretical work should
scintillation exhibited by satellite signals traversing address strong or weak scattering.
the equatorial ionosphere. Several avenues have been The satellite experiments task showed that essen-

investigated by which needed information can be ob. tially much of the information pertinent to irregulari.
tained which have resulted in several proposls for ty research is currently being obtained. A new series
further work, some of which hae been approved and of satellites, the Atmospheric Explorer series, has
separately funded. been initiated which should provide valuable measure.

ments provided these are supported by proper

ground-based measurements. In addition, recent
measurements by satellites traversing the plasma-

An extensive literature survey and contacts with pause showed extensive structure about this boundary
various workers in the field provided the basis to which could result in significant scintillations of
evaluate the current state of our knowledge on scan. geostationary satellite signals.
tlllation phenomena. The survey showed that scintil. The ionospheric holography task was undertaken
lation activity is a worldwide phenomenon having to develop a new technique for the thuee-dimensional
greatest severity in the equatorial and polar regions, reconstruction of the ionospheric spatial irregularities
The general consensus is that scintillations are caused responsible for scintillations in transionospherically
by irregularities in ionization density in the F-region propagated radio signas. It is based on applying the

of the ionosphere, but the possibility that they occur well developed techniques of optical holography at

at greater altitudes has not been thoroughly explored, meter and shorter wavelengths.
In addition, a thorough morphological de-cription of The outer plas•nasphere task examined propaga.
the boundaries, longit.dinal asymmetries, and solar ttuOn through a particular type of irregularity which
cycle behavior of the various scintillation regions does was proposed to support whistler ducting propaga.

not exist. The greatest defi ciency in our knowledge tion. The influences of this itregularity structure
of scintillation phenomena is the identification and were found to be important only at hf unless excep-

descrription of the mechanism which causes wregulari, tionally large density variations are present.
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These tasks have resulted in several proposals for Paulson, MR., "Status of Scintillation and Spread-F
ongoing work to make definitive measurements Research," NE LC TN 2669, 22 April 1974
which will aid in mir.imizing the impact of scintilla- Major, R.W., "Consideration of World-Wide Scintilla-
tions uoon Navy systems and provide the concise in. tion Prediction Techniques, NELC TN 2501, 18
formation needed for further theoretical development October 1973
on source mechanisms. Major, R.W.. "A Compendium of Satellites for At-
PUBLICATIONS mospheric. Ionospheric and Magnetospheric Re-search," NELC TN 2564, 19 December 1973
Hopkins, R.U.F., and Paulson, MR., "Equatorial

Scintillation," NE LC special edition of Naval ZR021.03
Research Reviews, v XXVII. p 17--24, May- (NELC Z192)
June 1974

LaBahn, R.W., "Recent Experiments Explo ing the Contact:
Properties of F-Region Irregularities that Give V. E. Hildebrand
Rise to Spread-F and Scintillations," NELC TR NELC Code 2200
1896, 11 October 1973 1714) 225-7919
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Devices for New
Frequency Regions

INTRODUCTION articles (ehf Integrated Circuits) report the results of

an interdivisional effort combining talents in mate-
rials research and microwave engineering to develop

J. W. Carson devices for the ehf/shf and infrared bands in support
of surveillance and communication systems currently
in development at NELC. These systems represent

The three following articles (shf/ehf Solid-State the beginning of what is expected to be a period of
Amplifiers. Warm-Carrier Thermoelectric Effect, and greatly intensified Navy use of the interval from 20
Terahertz Technology) and one of the Highlight to 100 GHz and the I R region.
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Devices for New program (NELC F302) on lnP in FY75.

Frequency Regions:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Available space is usually a constraint in the de-shf/ehf Solid-State sign of receiver systems for use aboard ship, and it is
especially severe for the areas in which antennas must

Amplifiersbe installed. Associated amplifiers and other .icc
tronic equipment of conventional dimensions must
frequently be located remotely, sometimes at a sacri-

D. L. Lile and D. Rubin f ice in system performance.
A critical Navy requirement brought about by this

problem is the development of a solid-state armplifier
The Navy has an imimediate requirement for low- for shf and ehf receivers. Contributions to this de-

noise. svideband amplifiers foe slit and ch! receivers. velopment were made at this Center in the areas of
Hipn reliability, performance, and the potential for materials study. device fabrication, and circuit
low cost are important considerations for these am- Fnetiain
fters: in addition, small size is a critical factor for Along with the convenience of small size, the
some receiver systems. Recent advances in two solid-state amplifier is expected to provide cost and
types of solid-state amplifiters, the f ielu ivfect tran. performance advantages in future Navy surveillance
sistor (FET) and transferred electron amplifier (TEA), and communication systems.
suggest that they may eventually provide the above.
mtentioned capabilities. Because of NE LC~s commit-
ment to the advancement of rec .:t technology. art
invesitat ion was undertaken on some aspects of the
current R&D problemi. of FETs arid TEAs Since InAsP materials were not immediately avail-

The pirogrami began with a materials review of lnP able, device fabrication began with commercial and
in the last quarter of FY73. The program was extend- 'n-house-prepared GaAs. Both FETs and TE diodes
ed in FY74 to materials studies. device faberkicatin, were f abr icated anid tested.
and circuit inivestigation. The F ET devices head a Schottk. Warit er gate de-c-

The materials studies wire directed at iiivestigit. trocte. The approach was to irweStkgate and develop.
ertg I nAsXP1  f ot thtLee reasons: ( 1) very low noise in house. FET fabrication procedures to the extent
£2e'ferrrance hid been rvported fer In lnP TEA 4t 33 that this was feasible in a limnitted-e-ffott program. A
Gift in England, (2) material for baP diode fabricae procedure was d~veloped arnd teveral de-vices were
tion was not available irs the United States, arid (3) Wait. The FETs had the. dtsirted de characteristics
the high value of mobility of InAs uwgkspted that bWt did not display 9ain in the niecretwave region.
InAs P might Waud to higher-freuteny. FET% than Posb ransreag orc-anspig(8u.
presntly pott-ble wehl GaAs. the cuticeit standad "wirsd tty thký.rjdrefbli phootcnmsk) ari larqo con-
maiter al fact pad% which v~e-otwley introduce excets cafxacu

rAft#t com4eattan of udiWsa gicnving rmethoris. t.~itce- Neither is o leoftsreuj ij tund4mrental lirmit
liquid pho.se epataxy MPI-E) was chow" Firic control tiosn, ant both csviid he ittiedlatvt ea-ily hAvdedW it,
of Itemieraturet atnd ItemPeature uniformity %V&O cons any subsequent Program
udirred ne~emtt^r to obtain cluality TopeAlal~ cristjlt. TE diedes were built 4,-d oixtaic- at Guritn ouil-
so a systemn w,%* designe whiech toc M-loe 4 tutn4 later-s and amplifieWS arotd 13) GH:' I#- the ample
&,tanrtionnt for an itatthqm,2 tt eus-iunrssen aM a feetr wo~rk. rolefst-on rqns of about 10 Iii] wee ob.
Ortovammsabluw fempierturt' cohootto~ that Ikvrl4ted weritJ for pulipnl s"Isn. mIn~fic-dft thermtal heat
tempravtuii to aboust I1-SO'C Tht -ýVstctn was %Ank-iN WedvdWu e* operation

atnst~tl in the third qu4artkr .rd a numrbet of -tyi The circurit ow"sp~~gtuon startod with commotsiaCll
tali wvri' croon in the lavi qtqartet lnP aridIrAsP FE Ti idTE diodes h nreit bet~cnlt
vmtke Wowvi an GaAs and hiP whtaeThe epi deriv-~i" wick%"j~ c,,tcsa!t with these devion and the
taxial crystak. tyically Aabuv 1 tfep thiio*, 5%-rei of ultimnate goal wat toa use the designs with twer nouw
goo quality Thenncrw la-Ios moipt)4 ustiab for dke asmesa When a-varlable
v'uc's. are feav~if wqhith n vguizeyste Thc teqiuid phase Corusioie pisograhnt %wee devised for FEiTS that
eprtasy systizm well be uwlI in an OlbAf qvansiae; (11 coerrect data for FE Ts, (ainmd wirth a flofa--ito-
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matic network analyzer, (2) use the corrected data determine diode characteristics will be applicable to

to calculate gain and stability parametars of FETs as other ehf devices. The work is believed to be an im-

a function of frequency, and (3) select impedance- portant contribution to the design of ehf amplifiers.
matching circuits suitable for specified gain-bandwidth

characteristics. A single-stage FET amplifier which PUBLICATION
was built at 6 GHz according to this analysis per-

formed as calculated, thus confirming i;ie validity of Rubin, D., "Measurement of Gunn Diode Parameters

the analysis and showing its utility, at Millinieter Wave Frequencies," IEEE Transac-

TEA circuiti were investigated at 26-40 GHz. tions on Microwave Theory and Techniques (sub-

Reflection gains of 15 dB with a 2.5-GHz bandwidth mitted for publication)

and 6 dB with a 7.5-GHz bandwidth were obtained

by external positioning of the diode and short, The ZR01 1.07

(gain) ½-bandwidth proauct is as high as the best pub- (NELC 2193)
lished results. An extensive measurement prog.am

was undertaken at 26-40 GHz to determine the Contact:

diode admittance vs frequency. Computer programs J. W. Carson, D. L. Lile, or D. Rubin
were written to analyze the data and-to optimize NE LC Codes 2300 and 2600

amplifier circuit performance. The methods used to (714) 225-6763, 225-6591, or 225-7097
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Devices for New An elementary theory of the WCTE was developed
for Si. Ge, and n-type InAs. The responsi~ity and

Frequency Regions: noise equivalent power were calculated fo, these
materials. The responsivity (ratio of output I or V

to input power) was found to increase with increas-
ing carrier mobility and energy relaxation time and

"Wargfn-Camer Thermal- with decreasing cart ier concentration and contact
radius. On the basis of these results, it appears thatelectn'c Effect n-type InAs should be a better material than the
previously used Ge and Si. An InAs diode was made

and preliminary measurements were taken. The cur-
rent responsivity was found to be comparable to that

A. Nedoluha reported for Ge but much less than calculated. This

is encouraging for a first attempt in which material
and fabrication were far from optimum.

Improved ehf detectors are needed for Navy sur-

sunder development. In this analyti- The present understanding of WCTE detectors is
veillance receivers thatr ()lpmnt the upper frqunyaimtshultein-h
cal program, an elementary analysis was carried out that t1) the upper frequency limit should be in the

on the warm-carrier thermoelectric effect (WCTE) sub-mm region, (2) responsivity is high, (3) resistance

to determine its potential for mm-waveiength appli- to burn-out is large, and (4) 1/f noise should be negli-

cation and to provide guidance in later experimental gible. This combination of characteristics makes the

work. Detection occurs in the WCTE as a result of WCTE attractive for wideband detector and mixer use

the nonuniform heating of majority carriers by a in the mm band. A continuation of the WCTE inves-

spatially nonuniform rf electric field. Although this tigation is therefore desirable. Future efforts should

is generally accomplished in the vicinity of a point include device fabrication and measurement, dcvelop-

contact, detection by junction barrier action is not ment of an improved theory, and investigation analyt.

involved. The WCTE was investigated in Si and Ge ically and experimentally of a possible magneto-

about 10 years ago in the United States, but the in- phonon WCTE which might enhance detector

vestigation was discontinued, apparently for lack of responsivity.

interest in ehf detectors. The only recent reported
work has been from the Soviet Union.

Results of calcqlatiorns indicated that n-type
indium arsenide (InAs) should be a better material ZROY t.07

for warm-cartier thermoelectric effect detectors than h(tELC Z193)
previously used silicon and germanium. An InAs
diode was made. and preliminary masurements are Contact:
encouraging. J. W. Carson or A. Nedoluha

N E LC C-odes 2300 and 2600

(714) 225V6763 or 225-6591
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Devices for New Effort in FY74 was directed at improving opera-
tion at 5 pam (60 THz) and extending operation to

Frequency Regions: the 10-pm (30 THz) region. The optical pumping
system was analyzed, and a redesign applicable at

both 5 and 10 pum was completed that increased the
Terahertz Technology pump irradiance by about a factcr of 20. As a restIt___________Technology_ the efficiency of energy conversion to Raman radia-

tion was correspondingly increased. An additional
improvement in efficiency of energy conversion was

S. A. Miller achieved with the development of a new cavity ar-
rangement of the Raman sample. The resonator

walls and reflective coatings are arranged in a manner

such that the pump beam is optimally focused in the
The eraert Tecnolgy rogam hs ben on-Raman sample and the stimulated Raman radiation

cerned with the investigation and development of a
output is maximized. The optical configuration is

continuously tunable infrared (IR) lapir and an inex.ouptimamze.Tepiclongrtons
continuouslyntunableminfrar.TedcIR)ponentahannex similar to that of a Cassegrainian system. An inven-
pensive coherent IR mixer. The components have to icouewssbitdfrti eie

great potential value in IR laser communication sys- SFRL investigations were plasned for 10 pmo, and

tems. The tunable I R laser would provide these sys- the ini esigntwas pere pecifications were

terns with new capabilities such as transmitter fre. prepared es purchaserof a phighy atingle.
queny ailiy fr reistnceto W an raid re-prepared for the purchase of a highly stable, single-

quency agility for resistance to EW and rapid fre-

quenc, adjustment for the utilization of atrmlospheric mode 10.6.pm laser for use as the Raman pump

absorption. It could also be used as a wideband, elec. source.

tricaly cuntrolled local oscillator in receivers. An A new area of irvestigation was the metal-oxide-
metal (M-O-M) mixer. This device consists of a

inexpensive. sensitive, room.temperature IR mixer poiat contat between twimetalscwithasthin oxid

would be an important factor in the application of point contact between two metals with a thin oxide
I R communications systems. layer at the contact. It functions as an IR mixer

AR co n-flicRatmns system isuwith the output signal extending from the ri up into
A spin-flip Raman laser (SF R L) is under develop- the sub-mm region. This device is of special interest

ment to provide continuously tunable I R radiation. because re n t simplicit an pe nial low

In this laser, a recent develop:tent, a fixed-frequency cst S f its inherenuires anverytfinealoint

pump laser is used to stimulate Raman radiation in a cnd Supresilii nt mecaism foremaking

semiconductor resonator. The frequency of the

Raman radiation is a f unction of the magnetic field the contact. A procedure was developed for making

aln)lied to the semiconductor, so electrical control the points (typically 1000-A radius). The mixer de-
vice showed a nonlinear INV characteristic, but mix-

of the magnetic field provides rapid and direct con-

I-ol of the frequency of the Raman radiation. The ing was not observed. It is believed that the main

SFRL. proqram start,-d in FY72 when the basic problem was instability of the contact, which is being

equipment -- Otief~ the pumpV) laser and supercon- corrected with a more rugged mount.

ductinit magnet - was obtained and astemibled. Data On the basis of information gained from the pres.

were cfbtdined from SFRL operation in FY73. ena SFRL system. which was designed for laboratory
work and is large, a small prototype unit Is now
feasible. Construction and evaluation are recoin.

mended to assess the impact of the SF RL on I R

Communications technology is moving into the curnmunications.

terahtertz ( , 1012 hertz) frequency or inftared
range with a variety of laser transmission links under ZROI 1. 7

test and on drawing boards. Imnproved taser trans. WNELC Z193J

mitters featuring lro- -- tunebilitv and sensitive room-

temoperature widet-sd mixers promise to provide Contact:

future systems with greatly enhanced capatility. J W Carson or S. A. Miller
NE L C Codes 230U and 2(*U
(714) 225.6763 or 225-6591
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Solid-State Materials and
Processes Characteristics

INTRODUCTION and control of semiconductor materials and devices
important for advanced Navy systems.

"The program is cooperative in nature, involving

C. E. Holland several distinct groups in two NE LC departments,
industrial and academic concerns, and interaction
with the Naval Research Laboratory.

The following four articles describe work per A number of discoveries applicable to device qual-
formed during FY74 under NELC Z195. The major ity and reliability improvement have germinated in
thrust of this program is toward the research and de this program during FY74. Additional work to carry
velopment of advanced techniques and capabilities these developments through to fruition is planned
at NELC for the scientific analysis, understanding, for FY75
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Solid-State Materials and diameter equal to that of the light spot and of ap-
proximate depth into the sample -1 . These gener-

Processes Characteristics: ated carrie, s diffuse a distance LD (Debye length)
beyond the boundaries of the generation region.

The surface photovoltage, proportional to the
Semiconductor Profiling excess carrier density at the surface, then follows
With an Optical Probe the intensity profile of the light beam within the

beam and decays approximately exponentially in LD
away from it.

To measure the surface photovoltage, an apparatus
D. 1. Lile ard N. M. Davis was assembled as shown in figure 1. Electrical con-

tact is made both to the bulk of the sample and to
the surface via an electrolytic solution.

Except as noted, all the results reported here wereThis project is specifically directed to the timparoe- obtained at ambient room temperature on <100>

ment of device reliability through the correlation of oriented slices ot device-grade n-tupe silcon of resis-

physical and chemical mirotinhomogeneities in sili- tivity i the range 1-3i cm. The slices were 500sim

con with device electrical properties. The use of a tvt nterne132c.Tesie ee50p
thick, with a mirror polish on the front surface and a

small spot of light for the detection of semiconductor lightly etched saw cut finish on the back. Some of
inhomogeneities is described. Although the results the samples were coated with a wet thermal oxide

presented are for device-grade n-type Si, similar re- layer approximately 1 um thick. Schottky diodes
suits have been obtained on other materials, such as and MOS devices were prepared by thermally evapor-
GaAs and InAs, and in fact the method should be ating Ni through aperture masks onto the surfaces of
applicable to any semiconductor in which a surface the samples. Semitransparent electrodes were made
depletion layer can be generated. by restricting the Ni thickness to approximately

I __150 A.
To illustrate some of the concepts outlined above,

The method developed by this investigation em- figure 2 shows the surface photovoltage generated by

ploys a scanned measurement of the surface photo- a single-line scan of a 10.0-pm diameter spot across

voltage generated in the surface space charge region a 400-pm diameter semitransparent Schottky barrier.

of the semiconductor to detect defects in silicon. The approximately exponential rise of the signal as

Metal-oxide-semiconductor iMOS), Schottky barrier, the spot approaches the electrode and the sharp re-
duction as the spot moves onto the electrode are

and electrolyte contacts may be used to sense the

signals. Furthermore. it is possible to monitor the apparent.

variation of carrier lifetime across the area of the As well as providing a qualitative display of such

sample from a spectral measurement. The results sug- structures, it is also possible to make a quantitative

gest that this technique offers a possible noncontact, measurement of minority carrier lifetime ;n these de-

ing procedure for the characterization of sample vices. Figure 3 shows the results of a spectral mea.

homogeneity. surement made by positioning the light spot (< 10-

Whenever excess carriers are injected into a region pm diameter) between the electrodes of a transistor,

of semiconductor in which there exists an electric Although we do not have an independent measure-

field, a separation of carriers occu ,eiulting in a merit of the lifetime in the material from which the

modification of rhe electric field and the generation device was constructed, the data in figure 3 are linear

of a photovoltage. When the electric field occurs at over a very wide spectral range in agreement with

the surface of a semiconductor, the resulting voltage theory and indicate a diffusion length for this mate.

is termed the surface photovoltage, and appears as a rial of approximately 39.0 prm.

ch,;nqc iC paterinoal ;'*tween the surface and the bulk The results of this investigation have shown that

of the sample. microinhomogeneities in semiconductors may be de.
When a semiconductor sample is uniformly illumi- tected by means of an optical probe and further that

nated, the surface photovoltage is generated over the a quantitative assessment of the magnitude of the

entire surface of the sample. However, if a spot of inhomogeneity may be made through a measurement
light much smaller than the sample area impinges on of carrier lifetime. It is anticipated that this technique

the surface, then carriers ate generated in a region of will allow defects to be identified early in the pro-
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duction cycle of semiconductor devices and lCs and ZRO11.02
hence lead to increased yield and reliability of semi- (NELCZ195)

conductor circuits.
Contact:

C. E. Holland, Jr., D. L. Lile, or N. M. Davis
NE LC Codes 4300 and 2600
(714) 225,6860 6r 225-6591
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Figure 1. Schematic of scanning light probe system. Insert shows details of

scanni.ng mirror galvanometers.
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200 •m

Figure 2. Surface photovoltage response for a single line scan of
a 10-pin diameter light spot of 1.O-p.?? wavelength
across a semitransparent electrode Ni/Si Schottky
diode. The horizontal line is the zero reference.
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Figmre 3. Spectral photovoltage data with a 1Optim
dJineter light spot on a Si MOS device.
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Solid-State Materials and startingaid processed silicon wafers. Relatively fine
crystal defect structure was found onl all starting

Processes Characteristics: wafers independent of vendor, showing the effect of

polishing and handling. Although these are genera-
tion regions for dislocation networks, massive net-

obility works were noted only after hiqh-temperature proc-

essing steps and only in highly stressed areas where

Improvement by Process sharp thermal gradients existed. The effects of these

SSdislocations statistically correlated best with leakage

Control and Surface currents measured near the source-drain breakdown

Analysis regions of N-channel MOS (NMOS) test transistors.
Mechanisms for these effects have been postulated.

SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
M. E. Aklufi and N. K. Wagner (SEM)

SEM has been used to evaluate which process pro-

cedures provide the best metal oxide slope coverage

Large Scale Integration (LSI) devices are increasing in the baseline process. Improved slope coverage is

in complexity and sophistication. For their potential consistently obtained when oxide slopes are defined
benefits to be realized in Navy systems, t.: materials during the oxide etching step of the photolithography
and processes which determine quality and reliability process.
must be understood and controlled. During FY74, Utilizing the SEM in the voltage contrast mode
an analytical capability to conduct in-depth semicon- has proved effective in easily displaying and identify-
ductor diagnostic investigatitis was established. This iog where LSI failure modes are located on a given
capability was complemented b;, the development of circuit, The intermittency of an MOS LSI enhance-
a comprehensive test structure to provide the electri-
cal data necessary to relate compiementary metal- ment ty ad was traced to aneaMO
oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) materials and process
parameters to device physical and operational depletion mode. This deviation has been attributed

characteristics, to an inhomogeneity causing an increase in the sheet
resistivity of the transistor's channel region.

ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY FOR CHEM-
A diagnostic capability was implimented at NELC ICAL ANALYSIS (ESCA)

in F Y74 and applied to MOS LSI processing, hybrid ESCA services are being used to further identify
integrated circuits, assembly opetations, and failure

analsis A rurner o spcialiedmethds erecontaminatinn sources by dete, mining the chemical
applied, compound structure of surface impurities detected

by Auger analysis.

AUGER ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY
(AES) SECONDARY ION MASS

SPECTROMETRY (SIMS)
The elemrental c:omposition of the surface of inte

grated circuit devices was determined by AES at key The SIMS technique is being evaluated for char.
I rrts in MOS!LSI, hybrid integrated circuits, anid acterization impurity profiles.
a sembly opefations. The presence of unsuspelted
impurities- was determrined, The inlaurites were qent TEST PROGRAM FOR AVAILABLE
erally segregated within the fIist few rtono layers TEST PATTERNS
(approximately 30 A) of the solid surface and were
therefore delectable only by j surface-sernsitive To did in the rapid accumulation of electrical test

technique. Sources identlnlied for these inpu)ItJe (rs dawt. a tist program has been generated for existing
include processing residuals (chWorlne. lulfur )- clean, te!s patterns on a Fairchild Sentry 600 LSI tester.
rig h•enmicals (fluorime), arid contamination (sodiumn. Printouts of the data include device parameter, mean.
iodime. silver). The effect of these: impuritieýs oni dci an1d ore-sigma devlatiOnl values. To analytically evalu.

Wvce chdrac'tris 1tics is presently undmier study ale the data in te'rms of physical p•taraete s. device

modeling rwro.rams have been generated on an IBM
X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY 360 computer. Ar inter facie program between the

X lay Iraris1rimisson topographs were ptrlormrmd ()1 Fairchild 600 and the IBM 360 has been established.
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The baseline CMOS aluminum gate process has trodes for near-ideal platinum-silicide Schottky bar-

been evaluated with the available test patterns. Re Her di!)des. These devices were fabricated in the LSI

suits, including electrical and physical parameters, laboratory for use in photo-voltage scanning

have defined the baseline process. experiments.
Existing test patterns were mounted in 16 dual-

CUSTOM TEST PATTERNS in-line ceramic packages (unlidded) and were sub-

Advanced test patterns that relate the CMOS base- jected to an accelerated temperature life test at

line process to discrete devices as found in LSI cir- 125vC. Source-drain leakage currents of both the

cuits, modeled devices, and special devices were de P channel MOS (PMOS) and NMOS transistor types

signed. In all, some 50 devices were designed, includ- were found to be the most sensitive life test monitor-

ing over 10 state-of-the-art test patter ns. Rubylith ing parameters. Excessive leakages were noted after

pattern layouts and iron oxide processing masks have 7 hours of life test for NMOS transistors without

been fabricated. Stack-up of the test patterns in the protective oxide, whereas only 25% of the transistors

LSI processing laboratory has been completed. with protective oxide, irrespective of type, had ex-
cessive leakages after 1000 hours. Assuming ion

OTHER FY74 EFFORTS AND FINDINGS drift and interfacial trapping mechanisms with art ac.

tivation energy of 1.0 eV, the 1000 hours of accel-
f aerated life test at 1250C can be extrapolated to mean

MOS capacitors include an increase of fast interface a life of 5.0 year& at 8500.
states with increasing dosage and energy of imping-
ng E-beams These states can be emoved by heat-
rng, which indicates a time-temperature relationship ?RRO 11. 02
Flatband voltage shifts riot seen prior to radiation (NELC Z195)
have been noticed after heating, suggesting the pres-

ence of carrier trapping sites. Contact:
Techniques were developed to fabricate optically C. E. Holland, M. E. Aklufi. or N. K. Wagner

ti anspareni aluminum electrodes for MOS capacitors NE LC Codes 4300 and 4800

and optically transparent titanium-platinum elec. (714) 225-6860 or 225-6877
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Solid-State Materials and Spatial resolution of 10 pm is achieved with the
scanning cathodoluminescence system which has been

Processes Characteristics: used for investigating the spatial homogeneity of
radiative combination from GaAs light-emitting

diodes. The direct correspondence between injection
Spatial Homogeneity of electroluminescence emission and cathodolumines-

cence emission was established, and a correlation be-

IlI-V Compound tween fluctuation in impurity concentration on each

emiconductors side of the metallurgical junction plane and the cor-

responding variation in cathodoluminescent efficiency
was determined. The spacing between the emission
peaks on each side of the junction plane and the

H. H. Wieder, N. M. Davis, and D. L. Lile emission mirimum at the metallurgical interface are
correlated with the external quantum efficiency of
the LED.

The objective of this task is the investigation of
the spatial homogeneity of intermetallic semiconduct-

ing III-V compound bulk crystalline and epitaxial
layers. Electron beam and optical scanning surface This program is directed to the development of
photovoltage measurements are the means by which techniques to enable a correlation to be made be-
correlation with the operational characteristics of tween material properties and device performance.
diodes, transistors, and light-emitting diodes (LEDs) Particular attention is directed to the IIl-V comn-
is determined. pounds because of their inherent promise of improved

The investigation is motivated by the promise that device performance in Navy communication, surveil-
performance and reliability of Naval communication lance, and other systems.
and surveillance systems can be improved considerably
by the use of the intermetallic II I-V semiconducting __I

compounds for the construction of high-frequency.
high-power, and high-efficiency discrete and inte The scanning electron beam system has been used
grated electronic components and circuits. to determine the diffusion length in IC-grade silicon

The spatial homogeneity of the direct energy for confirmation of results obtained by scanned light
bandgap semiconducting compounds gallium arse- methods.
nide (GaAs), indium arsenide (InAs), indium anti. The major effort for the first half of the FY74
monide (0nSb). and indium phosphide (InP) was ex. program was the design and construction of a scan.
amined by means of the following different diagnos- ning light beam probing system aid the installation
tic methods: and modification of a scanning electron microscope

* By the interaction of a scanning electron beam for I R cathodoiuminescence studies.
incident on and penetrating the specimen to a depth In addition, the spatial homogeneity of an InSb
of approximately four charge carrier diffusion lengths. 10-element I R detector array was determined by
The localt;ed IR radiation emitted by the radiative moans of the scanning optical system capable of de-
recoinbination of electron-hole pairs produced by tecting photovoltage nonuniformitres. It was deter.
the raswter scanned electron beam forms a pseudo mined that the spread in device response is typically

topographic mali of the free-carrier distribution 15% about the mean. and that the scanning system
across the specimen. Lifetime and diffusion length lends itself for determining the homogeneity of I R
nf minority carriers in Schottky barrier and pn lunc detector arrays operating as far into the IR as the
tion test structures are determined by measuring the 3-5-jm rt.gion.
distance jway from the function at which the cur. This syshtm is capable of operation over a wide
rent induced by the electron beam decreases to lie str.ctral range and thus is equally applicable to the

of its value at the junction. IIl-V compound semiconductors and elemental
* By means of scanned phoiovoltage measure silicon.

mernt used to determine the spatial distribution of The scanned optical arnd electron beam Icathode.
the minority charge cartrer lifetimes in both bulk and luminescence) techniques which have been developed
epitaxial layers and their dependence on the chemi, have been shown to yield information on the prop.
cal impurity distribution and crystalline lattice de. er tie,- of Ill-V compounds and devices fabricated
fects frotrn these materials. The correlation of these prop.
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erties offers the prospect of improved control in Lile, D.L., and Davis, N.M., "Semiconductor Prof il.
manufacturing of semiconductor circuits with result- ing using an Optical Probe," August 1974 (to be
ant benefits to the Navy in increased reliability of submitted for publication)
components. Wieder, H.H., "Transport Coefficients of InAs

Epilayers," Applied Physics Letters, August 15,
1974 [in press]

PUBLICATIONS
ZRO 11. 02

Davis, N.M., and Wieder, H.H., "Infrared Scanning (NELCZ195)
Cathodoluminescence Apparatus and Applica-
tions," IEEE-IAS Conference Record, Milwaukee, Contact:
Wisconsin, October 11, 1973. C.E. Holland, Jr., H.H. Wieder, N.M. Davis, or

Lile. D.L., and Davis, N.M., "Photovoltaic InSb MOS D. L. Lile
Array," Infrared Information Symqosium, El Toro NE LC Codes 4300 and 2600
Meeting, March 1974 (714) 225-6860 or 225-6591
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SolidStat Matrial andand the results are shown in figure 2. To the best of
our knowledge, these are the first results to show

Processes Characteristics: agreement with theory. Furthermore, this method
may provide & more sensitive measurement of trans-
fer efficiency than any previously available.

Noise and Optical Messuwe A second objective was to measure the noise of
for CCI D arrays as a function of temperature. This in-

ment Techiunques o CC DS formation can be used to determine the predominant
noise mechanism by comparing the measured results
with various noise models pertinent to CCIDs. The

C. R. Zeisse difficulty of the task can be appreciated by noting
that the presence of 10 electrons on an output capac-
itor of 0.1 pF would lead to a voltage on the order
of 10 microvolts which must be sensed in the pies-

In an investigation of the suitability of charge ence of clock feedthrough transients on the order of

coupled devices for use in low-light-level imaging 1 volt.
systems, what appears to be the best method yet de- A digital system was developed capable of measur-
vised for measuring transfer efficiency ha be ing a noise of several hundred electrons per picture
developed, element, adequate for the 500X I array. The system

was later improved by the addition of a rmere precise
ana3loy-to-digital converter, the development of new
software programs, and the construction of an elec-

The charge coupled imiaging device (CCID) is a tronic interface Ifof the various components.
new silicon solid state optICal sensor, the characteris.
tics of which are rnot yet precisely known. It stores
optical informiation in discrete packets of electronic
charge va~ying from a single electron to as many as a
millioni.electrons The packets are stored underneath
silicon capadcitors in "wells," and shifted from well to
well to an output implifiter when the stured inf or ma-
tion is i equired, PUBLICATION

This program was set up to measure the actual
low l ight- level performance of the CCI D. specif ically Zeisse, C.R., and F isher. H. D.. "The Measurement of
its siqnal and noise characteristics. Signal measure. Optical Transfer Function ir, Imaging Devices that
merit req-sired the elimination of spatial frequency Sample a Scente- (to W~ published)

ambigui ty, idue tiose rneasutrnernt required the ehm.
ination fromn the wicording, of the disturbing effect%
rif the large amnplitudce clocking waveform. Band tim ZROI1. 702
itell op~t cal test lo~t tertis m71t the first requirenient (NELC 2795)
arid at digital safril~iing wsytnin wa% devcloped to meet
the second. Contact:

The manrur-Y ii Mhitch the freqluency response is C. F. Holland, Jr.. or C R. Zeisse
rmeasured at NE LC i% showsn in figur e I This tech NEIC Codes 4300 and 2600
tilque his been~ ;n5efon a '2OOXI lineat CCID array, (714) 225-6860 or 225-6591
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Figutre 1 Signal owasuring system The intfeeromnete irradiates the CCID The output

of the CCID is ted into in AID conver. and a fast Fourier transform isper-
formed on the sertes of sanples, each sanmpe originating from a singl photo,
sensitve eleaent. As the spatial frequency is slowly •,epr. a comwurer
,Aigoridhu is ••sed to sense when the"e is exajctly an inregirol nunmber of cycles
from one end of the CCIOO ray to the o0w. When the condition is wisised.

the value of the transform is recorded,
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Low-Light-Level TV IR throughout a certain voltage range. The deviation is
sought in GaSb, because it is the region in which the

Cathode field emission current is most sensitive to IR radia-
tion, but it has not been seen.

Furthermore, the data display a lack of repeat-
C. R. Zeisse ability. In the 90K data there is a factor-of-20 varia-

tion in the current at any fixed voltage from one day

to the next. It is common to observe a current jump

by a factor of 10 at a fixed voltage. The source of
This program attempted to produce a photo- the instability is unknown.

cathode with a long-wavelength threshold in excess The major conclusion of this 2-year program is
of 1.1 Mm via a new material (GaSb, a I II-V semicon- that the technology surrounding GaSb must be ex-
ductor with a bandgap of 0.69 eV, or 1.8 Mm) and a tensively daveloped before a good I R photocathode
new technique (photosensitive field emission). The can be produced. A "good" photocathode would be
external electric field is produced by forming the uniform in response across its entire active area. Also,
semiconductor material into a tiny conical tip by it would have very low "dark" current - would re-
means of an etching process. spond very little, that is, upon withdrawal of the IR

The electrochemical etching technique for produc- radiation.
ing single tips from bulk bars of GaSb was greatly im- If the photocathode is made by etching an array
proved in FY74. The few usable tips previously ob- of field emission tips in GaSb, (1) each of the tips
tained had to be selected from a large number of must have an identical shape to within much better
samples most of which were far too blunt for the than 1%, and (2) the environment of the cathode
production of the fields of tip V/cm needed in field will have to be closely controlled to prevent contami-
Semission. Now suitable tips are produced about 50% nation of the cathode surface. The control of tip
of the time. Tip radii are in the vicinity of 1 m, and geometry will require the development of GaSb etch-
the! tip geometry is conical with full cone angles of ing technology from ;ts present rather primitive state
10' to 20'. to something resembling the present state of silicon

The flange used for measurements under ultrahigh etching technology. The control of cathode environ-
vacuum was also improved. A tip can be heated to ment, however, seems to require ultrahigh vacuum,
5003C in this flange for surface cleaning and then which is incompatible with practical tube technology.
cooled quickly and held at temperatures as low as
90K while the field emission current is measured. At

3 X 10-9 torr, currents as small as 10-11 ampere can ZR021.03
be sensed at 5 kV. (NELC Z175)

Voluminous data have been taken with this flange
over many decades of current under various condi- Contact:
tions of cleanness and temperature. The data are C.R. Zeisse
typical of field emission from a metal. In many semi- NELC Code 2600
conductors, there is a deviation from this behavior (714) 225-6591
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Solvated Electron/Solid A limited number of experiments were carried out.
In particular, the potential current relation associated

System with the interfacial charge transfer was determined

and compared with results obtained when platinum
metal was substituted for the semiconductor. The
current potential plots for the n-type silicon were

S. J. SZpak similar to those recorded for platinum. The curves

for p-type. were considerably different - they were
displaced in cathodic direction. The behavior of p.

The broad objective of this investigation was to type silicon is puzzling. More work is required in
survey the practical aspects of solid-liquid junctions order to arrive at a satisfactory explanation.
as they may apply to modei n electronics. In p- "ticu- In the course of this investigation, a novel method
lar, the survey was limited to the solvated eleL. on/ for the preparation of metal (nickel)-silicon junctions
silicon system. This system was selected for one of was developed. The silicon is cleaned in boiling KOH
its physical properties - the transition from metallic to remove oxide. It is transferred so quickly from
to nonmetallic conductivity displayed by the liquid the cleaning solution to the plating solution that its
phase. surface is protected from contamination all the way

When an alkali metal, such as lithium, sodium, or by a film of hot KOH. The KOH not only protects

potassium, is dissolved in liquid ammonia, solvated the silicon from recontamination, but continues to
electrons are created. If a semiconductor such as remove residual oxide until the silicon is safely in
silicon is brought in contact with a solution contain- the plating solution.
ing solvated electrons and an electric field is applied, The electroless nickel deposited onto both n- and
transfer of electrons from liquid to semiconductor or p-type silicon (R = 1-5 ohms cm) yielded linear cur-
from semiconductor to solution must take place. rent potential plots over a considerable range of ap-

Since no other reaction is likely to occur, this ciiarge plied voltagqs.
transfer may provide useful information concerning
the interfacial region and allow us to follow the

changes as the concentration of electrons in solution
is increased, that is, until metallike behavior is at.
tamed. It is felt that this approach may be of practi-
cal interest in solving problems associated with metal-
semiconductor juncti|ins - for example, determining
the nature of the metal-semiconductor contact.

The study of %*h transfer of charge between cer.
tain liquids and sermiconductors may increase 'tur
understanding of t e interface region and ultimaeely ZR022.06
reveal the nature of the metal-semiconductor con- tNELC ZiO)
tact. A method was developed in the course of this
investigation for protecting cleaned silicon from re. -ontct:
contamination on its way to the plating solution. SA. Sipak

NE L C Code 2CA0
"(714) 225-6591
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Solid-State Mass Memory

INTRODUCTION cant amounts of time.
A purely electronic mass memory offering access

to blocks of data at a hundred times the speed of
J. J. Symanski drums and discs would be of enormous interest to

the Navy for application in surveillance, communi-
The modern solid-state computer at the heart of cation, electronic warfare, and other systems in which

almost every Navy system operates virtually instan- time is critical. Preliminary work has been accom-
taneousty. The internal activity of a computer is plished on several likelv techniques. This program
measured in millionths of a second. But when data has investigated the use of charge coupled device
are needed from a large external storage device, "in- (CCD) and magnetic bubble domain (MBD). While
stantaneous" performance is no longer possible at both techniques show promise, further development
the current levl of technology. The accessing of is needed before they can be utilized in demanding
mass memories -- drums and discs - is currently an military applications.
electromechanical function, and it consumes signifi- Three articles on this subject follow.
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Solid-State Mass Memory: Some prototype CCDs were obtained from a yen.
dor. The major problem with them was sensitivity
to supply voltages and temperature; that is, errorless
operation could be achieved only over relatively nar-

Solid-State Mass Memory row ranges of these parameters. The architecture of
the chip is good, but more development is needed to

History make the device easier to apply in large systems.
Another facet of the work under this task was to de-

termine how a CCD-type memory would fit into

J. J. Symanski systems using standard Navy computers. The char-
acteristics of the Navy computers were analyzed and
recommendations made on implementing solid-state

mass memory. The characteristics of the drum mem-
ory used with a standard Navy computer in the Mes-

Three years of investigation are described. Pre. sage Processing and Distribution System (MPDS)
were compared to the predicted characteristics of adictd caraceriticsof CCDmemry iclue aCCD memory. It was shown that access time could

great reduction in access time from the access time be der y a fac ow at least 100.

required by the drum memory used with a standard Conceps fo t futur develent oC sa
Navycompter.Concepts for the future development of CCDs and

Navy computer, memory systems were also studied. The trends in

I __electronic system design and the problems associated

with design, fabrication, and maintenance were con.
sidered. Preferred approaches were developed which,

Memory has been a ve.ry important factor in corn- if followed, could result in highly effective mass

puter systems trom the beginning. It will continue memory components for the Navy.

to be and will probably become more important.
The full spectrum of technologies in use and in vari- PUBLICATION
ous stages of development was studied in FY72. In Symanski, J. J., Lagnado, I., and Keefer, R.L.,
FY73, effort was concentrated on the charge coupled "Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs) in Navy Memory

device (CCD). Some basic system concepts were de- Applications." NELW TR (in preparation)
veloped and test equipment was designed.

In FY74, several tasks were completed. Test ZR021.03

hardware was put into operation which ;nterfaced tNELCZ196J
CCDs with a standard Navy computer. This was done

for two reasons: first, to gain experience in utilizing Contact:
CCDs in a system environment, second, to have the J. J. Symanski
power of a computer to analyze the operation of the NELC Code 3200
CCOD. (714) 225.6515
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Solid-State Mass Memory: Although the bit rate capability of magnetic bub-
ble domain shift registers is at least one order of mag-
nitude slower than that of charge coupled devices,
the inherent nonvolatility of stored information,

Bubble/CCD Tradeoff thir 100% transfer efficiency, and their immunity

to moderate doses of high-energy radiation qualify

them for consideration for a variety of fast-access and
H. H. Wieder asynchronous buffer memories.

Continuous monitoring of the MBD technology is
essential to allow evaluation of any new developments

The magnetic bubble domain (MBD) is a competi- which might render the MBD more useful to the
tor to the charge coupled device (CCD) for the mass Navy.
memory function, The main advantage of the MBD
is that it is nonvolatile. Some disadvantages are a
somewhat slower data rate and a relatively unknown
materials technology,

An assessment was made of past and current ef-
for ts to apply the kinematics of magnetic "bubbles,"
present in certain crystalline and amon phous ferro-
nnetic and ferrimagnetic materials, to the storing
uf binary-coded data. The most successful results

outanned to date have been with rotating field-access
nodules, driven at iates between 0.1 and 1 MH/, us- PUBLICATION
rig 20.kbit chips made of epitaxially grown rare earth
fefromagnetic garnet layers ovetcoated with permal. Wieder, H. H., and Tornlinson, J. L., "Magnetic B3ub-
Ioy drive cic-;i,, and including bubble generators b1)n Domain Computer Memory Components,"
and arrnihilators These chips are orgini/ed in major NE LC TN 2598, 29 January 1974
rninor loop shift registers in block -adJressed random-
actxess configuration.

ZR021.03

Magnetic bubble domain shift registers are slow. (NELC Z196)

er than CCDs, but they have advantages which quali-
fy them for consideration for certain fast-access and Contact:

asynchronous biffer nremortes. J. J. Symanski or H H. Wieder
NE LC Codes 3200 and 2600

I I I _ (714) 225.6515 or 225.6591
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The cost per bit for chip C is seen to be about The experimental poi ion of the program estab-

0.0051 by 1979. Applying first a conservative factor lished the technological base here for CCD design
of 10 to account for dynamic testing and to insure and application of digital systems. Consistermt with
temperature performance (military specifications) block-oriented, random-access memory, a novel con.

and then another multiplication factor of 5 to ob- figuration based on ý, -ajor/minor loop concept was

tain the overall system cost, it is found that the designed, fabricated, .nd tested at NELC. A photo-

single-bit cost rises to 0.251. A 20-megabit memory micrograph is shown in figure 1. Preliminary results
store using charqe coupled devices would then be have determined a - idarge transfer effic.,ency of 0,999

priced at 2 X 107 bits X 25 X 10-4 S/bit - $50 000. up to 1 MHz'for this technology. Data were circulat-
The technical feasibility for a memory store based ed around the loop four to five times with no cata.

on charge coupled device modules is deduced from strophic signal degradatiot,, ror an excess of 600 bits
the technology parameters. Advances in technology, or 1800 transfeý s. The equivalent time delay for this

such as the use of an electron projection system for number of transfers at I 30 k;'z is 18 msec. This per-
masking and alignment, enable a drastic reduction in fcrmance strongly indicates potential application in
bit size and a consequent increase in bit packing den- sonar or IFF systemns.
sity. However, the resulting decrease in charge capac. Well cor-;•,ived experiments should be planned to

ity carries the risk of an unacceptable bit error rate - verify the bit-error rate obtained from the analytical
in particular for surface-channel technology. On the study. B\- use of the above CCD and :losed-loop
other hand, the use of deep buried-channel structure structure, a specifim bit pattern produced by com-
(the peristaltic approach) allows higher clocking puter would be entered into the device, circulated,
rates - up to 150 MHz -- thus reducing the access detected, generated, reentered, and compared to the

time. The peristaltic structure is seen as the vehicle original train of pulses by the same computer. Facili-
allowing the CCDs to compete with faster semicon- ties are available at NELC for implementing this

ductor devices for cache or buffer applications. exicriment.
The viability of a new technology depends on its

acceptability and marketability to system applica. .- R021.03
tions. Due to the inherent opertional principles of I NELCZ196)

CCFs, there exists a probability of error when read.
ing out binary signals at the output of the device. Contact.
The bit error rate in memory systems was thus ad. I. Lagi.3do
dressed in order to adjust the technology parameters NE LC Code 4800
at the chip level to be consistent with system require. (714) 225-6877
ments. The study shows that within the temperatu-l!

range -55 C to *75 C, for large meirory tores of the
ordier of 108 bits. the surface-channel configuration
sdtisfies the requirements for a mean tin'e hetwr-:n
errors iMTBE) of 5 * 105 seconds (about a week) if

2the bit ste is close to 400 /m , which allows the
i)pckaging of 32 000 bit% into a memory chi, '00 to
250 mils on a side. Hiaher densires may riot be pos
srblr:, sinct: the minimum bit area is determined as a

function of (1) semiconductor processing variables
%uch as sufface-state density N which must beý con.-t~
trolled at a level of about 10) states/cm 2  eV. (2) re. " " .

circulating clock frequency. (3) size or number of
Carriers N(O (-,prewrnting a binary ze, o. and (4) ratio
of N(1)/N(0), to be kept wround 5. These constraints

may be too severe, to be satisfied simultaneously and.
reptroducibly. To alleviate the problem, the burred.
channel structure provides an optimuim solution.

furthermore, the latter affords a substnitially higher

bit density/unit area. For a 100.kbit burred channtel
chip. the mean time between errors (MTBE) within
the operating tempunrature range of -55 *C to 4 75"C Fiqune .l. Closed-loop. nichannel. inertalVaee. three.
is in 4xcess of 10 hours. phase. 152.hit CCU)
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Signal Processing Imager ciple of simultaneously measuring an optically inci-
dent signal and performing a linear mathematical

Using Charge Coupled transformation upon it is feasible. The experimental
Devices verification of the new concept is presented in the

form of a convolution/correlation function as mea-
sured at the output of the device. The output is seen
as the algebraic sum of terms which account for all

i. Lagnado past excitations each term being the product of
the sensing element signal with a parameter set by
the digital timing sequence applied to the transfer
gate.

The performance of the device is shown in the

series of uscillographs of figures 2 and 3. which clarn-
The device described here uses charge transfer fy its operational principles and demonstrate the ac-

techniques to facilitate hardware implementation of curacy of the mathematical analysis (ref. 1-3). The
two-dimensional filtering by accomplishing signal triangular waveforms are the expected output shape
measurement and signal processing in a single device, when all charges are transferred to the right or to

the left and the light source (a light-emitting diode)
is switched off after 256 transfers. Figure 2 illus-
trates the case in which the last potential well is

In the current effort, the application of charge filled to saturation. The trianle apex corresponds
coupled devices (CCDs) to the processing of optical toa full CCD bucket, or 5 * W electrons. Figure 3
images i% studied Of particular interest are the areas illustrates the case of a maximum charge of 5000
of optical correlation and image transformation, electrons after 256 summation transfers. The con-
Cross correlation uses spatially uniform, time-varying tribution for each CCD well (or photosensing ele-
llumination. Transform image enc.-ding uses spa- ment) is about 20 electrons. The device sensitivity
tIally varying llumrnatnon which is constant during is, however, limited by the dark current level and its
thi, processing interval- However. present technologi, Uniformity.
Call constiaints and or stringent performance require- Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate the capability of a
melnts ,ev,:rely lirnit the capabilities of processors dynamic range of at least 100:1. Dark current and
mrne:hani/ed by known techniques or old concepts. noise levels are tht fundamental constraints. A fre-
For ristance. the, "transpose" memory needed in the quency range of about 1D0:1 is also achieved. A
irtipl•iintation of an inage transform is beyond the final criterion to be satisfied is the ability to modu-
state of the art. Similarly. the general applicability late both transfer gates, employ a double sample-
of dl opticdl cor relator to different signal processing and-hold circuit to separate the outputs from both
functions is unnecessarily restricted by the required CCD shift registers, and perform the summation to
rnterchang:ability of different optical rmrasks. achieve the convolutionicorrelation function. This

To eliminate present system constraints, it was is shown in figure 4.
propr•sed that existing charge coupled linear arrays The practical uses of this device are numerous.
he modified to pernit independent control of the The principal ones are (1) as an image transform -- in
charge tandsfer gate. In a cooperative project, bandwidth reduction, noise protection, differential
kvorkers from the Naval Undersea Center and motion measurement, and pattern recognition; arnd
NELC carried out the mathematical formulation (2) as an optical correlator in spectrum analysis,
Wrd verification of this concept and its practical matched filtering communication detection, and 2-D
inrplr-merrldtion into a new device which combine% Fourier transforms.
the Iurrntroins of signal processor and image sensor During F Y75 it is planned to investigate practical
in a %stigle photosensitive silicon charge coupled solutions for the inmplementation of complex arith.
device Sucih a device was designed and, after metic needed for elaborate computations, such as in
cotnmrrencral fabticltion, evaluated here. A sche, the discrete Fourier transform with Fast Fourtler
rna.rr of it is shown in figure 1. Transform (FFT) of chirp-i tratnsforrm (CZT)

It was demronstraltd experimentally that the |)lril algorithms.
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CHANNELB
(TRANSFER INTO CHANNEL 8 EXCLUSIVELY)

CHANNEL A CHANNEL A
(TRANSFER INTO CHANNEL A EXCLUSIVELY)

Figure 2. Operation of the device when saturated. Figure 3. Signal level 100 times smaller than that
2V "vertical division, I nsec/horizontal shown on figure 2. 0.05 V/vertical divi-
division. sion, I msec/horizontal division.

Figure 4. Experimental evidence of convolution!

correlation obtained when digital patterns
1101 and 0f0O are applied to channels A
and B. respectively. f 1.2 MHz.
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Small Ship Command Con-
trol System [SSCCS] Smaller Navy vessel, need command control just

as larger ones do, but existing systems are obviously
unsuitable. The "distributed processor" concept

D. G. Mudd would supply a cost.effective system tailored to the
needs of each small ship class by employing standard

The Small Ship Command Control System (SSCCS) general-purpose microprocessors, special-purpose hard-
was initiated in 1972 as an exploratory development ware as needed, and flexible date busing. Analysis

effort aimed at providing an integrated command con. has validated the concept.

trol system for the growing fleet of smaller Navy
ships including, for example, hydrofoils, patrol frig-
ates, surface effect ships, and destroyer escorts. These
ships will require significantly different command The development of hardware to demonstrate the

control capabilities, and SSCCS has been planned as a distributed processing concept, and allow further eval-

generic system development capable of configuration uation of it, was also initiated in FY74. In particular,

to meet each ship's requirements as they become de- bus hardware circuitry has been designed, and com-

fined. Presently, the high cost of existing command mercially available processors have been procured for

control hardware and software severely limits the configuration into a four-processor baseline system.

number of ships with effective command control In addition to allowing technical evaluation of the

systems. architecture, the hardware will be interfaced to Naval
The primary objective of SSCCS is the utilization Tactical Data System display equipment and selected

of advanced technology to define low-cost alternatives display and tracking functions will be implemented in

to present shipboard command control systems. The order to demonstrate the concept in a command con-
development of a distributed processor for SSCCS trol environment.

was identified as such an alternative with high poten- Related tasks which were impacted by this project

tial payoff both in the hardware and software devel- during FY74 included the definition of processing re-

opment and acquisition cycles. quirements and the recommendation of a currently
In order to develop this concept and prove its fea- available military processor for the combat direction

sibility, a set of detailed processing requirements was systems in destroyer escorts, guided missile destroyer

defined, based upon existing and projected command escorts, and guided missile destroyers. Much of the

control systems for small ships. This definition in- data to support core sizing and timing estimates for

cluded a description of the required processing func- the AN/UYK-20 computer were extracted from data

tions, such as navigation, tracking, and data links, in derived in SSCCS.
addition to the compu.er storage, speed, and interface PUBLICATIONS
requirements for each function. A distributed proc.

essing architecture, meeting the established processing Pasahow, E. J.. "Small Ship Command Control Sys.

requirerments, was then described at a functional level, tem-System Description," NELC TD 318. June
The basic design utilized low-cost microprocessors. 1974

each dedicated to a unique function, as the basic Pasahow, E. J., "Alternative Microprocessor Config.
processing elements. Communication between these uration Study." NEWC TN 2711, 12 June 1974
elements, a stiingent requirement for real-time cam. Pasahow. E. J.. "A Simulation of the Small Ship Com-
mand control systems, is achieved by means of an mand Control System," NELC TN 2725, 27 June
asynchronous data bus operating at a maximum rate 1974
of 1 million data bits per second. The bus design in.
cludes fe,(ures to reduce the complexity of the sys. Byless, T. H., "A Distributed Processing Concept for
tem softuvare. particularly in the executive software Siall Ship Command Control-Expected Payoffs

area. in iin effort to transform a network of low-cost, and Risks." NELC TN (to be. published)
moderate.r•pabihty microprocessors into a modular

and expandable; equivalent of a powerful single com. ZF6 ,.212

puter. Analysis aid simulation of this architecture (NELCZ270J

have proved that the basic distributed processing con. Contct:
cept will meet the p1ojected requirements and is an D. G. Mudd

effective method of aipplying low-cost micropoces NELC Code 3300

sO•s to the command control problem. (714) 225-6258
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Voice and Image Data
Companding

INTRODUCTION

D. 0. Christy Apparently unrelated, voice processing and image
processing are based on com.r, n mathematical tech-

niques. Furthermore, ,quipment developed for
The following three articles deal with the develop- image processing may be applied to voice processing,

ment of a phonemic vocoder for the transmission of and certain voice processing techniques-such as lin-
voice by existing Navy assets with high fidelity and ear prediction coding-can be applied to the trans-
intelligibility; with the compression of images via mission of certain types of images. Indeed, the data

transform encoding techniques prior to digital trans- compression techniques reported may be applied to
mission; and with the design of data compression any digital communication channel that contains
hardware incorporating the Schalkwijk algorithm, redundant information.
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Voice and Image Data for pitch determination. A pitch movement analyzer
program monitored the pitch, pitch change, and

Compa ding:pitch acceleration with respect to speech synthesis. A
phonemic driver program which generated area func-
tions from the tokens of speech was designed and im-

Phonemic Vocoder plernenteci. Also implemented were a program which
________________________________________ formed an acceleration profile and generated frame-

by frau, area functions from which the LPC Parcor
parameters were evaluated, and an LPC synthesizer

D. 0. Christy with pitch data programs for generating digital output.
To support development of the phonemic vocoder,

the following programs were developed or acquired
BACKGROUND and evaluated: a pole extraction and selection algor-

Implementation of a phonemic vocoder requires ithm, Atal's LPC, and1 a Normix cluster analysis pro-
the application of threen techiiologi-q- oresent-day gram. An improved labeling system and irnoroved
vocoder architecture, speech under. nding systems software for the VIP 100 were implemented. Various
technology, and phonology and] at.c.i5'ics. This devel. studies of speech samples were conducted by use of
opment effort was directed at: the cluster analysis program, either on all the speech

0 Colecingand valatig dta o spechandor on the voice segments of speech only. Various
elcroi Colectning e and evtalu ting d utafon speech and tradeoffs were performedl via cluster analysis and

folectroni.tc nq e o xrctn sflsec n classif ication techniques evaluating the applicability
formaion.to the phonemic vocoder of LPC parameters, area

*1 Developing software and hardware tools for ex- function parameters, area function ratio parameteis,
tracting iniurmation from speech. instantaneous frequency, and instantaneous frequency

"* Testing the tools acquired. tracking. A phonemic transcription of a segment of
soeech was madle for relating the classification proc-

"* Evaluating vocoder concepts and measuring their esses. Fricatives and voiced fricatives were studied. as
effectiveness. were phonemic environments. to determine the re-

0 Implementing and evaluating the most promis- quirrTltMet fur transition probabilities and pitch
ing vocoder concepts. colituur.

0 Exploring and solving high-risk critical orocesses
or techniques.

0 Designing and implementing a phonemic This project is devoted to the design and implemen-
vocoder. ttion of a device for the extracting from humsin

speech of useful information and the coding of it for
ACCOMPLISHMEENTS transmission by digital techniques. Voice. ercoders

An entire family of pfograms for emulating a and decoders already exist. but current Navy trans-
phonemic vocoder onl the 1DMA 360 computer was mitting assets cnnot meet their data rate requite-

dei-eopetl d~uget. ad valatd.Included we~te mriets. The gwoblem is therefore to reduce the ntum-
a linear predietion coding ILPC) anialyzer whose out- ber of bits req~ted for the ttanitnission of voice at
puts were proce~ssed by an atea function exttacto,'; fh4 levels of fidelity and intelligibility.
cluster analysis anti classification ptogtijals: ifistan.
tatwoirs per iod deteriti'at ion 4nd trackinig prostii~is ___________________

tot ptocessng of instantanelous PCeriod output data to
cmipleirment the. data from the. area funotion extiac. To .11d in the develororwti of stk-ech data aCr(uI-1
tot. ..nd a hidden Mcrkov wsvegnitent which utilized itott ard 4tlalyiis. !A and A/it) convi-,rion of tweech.
(tat.) from the classifier. a Quie" toorn, aludio jnxrado ck pantws. audio

F out diffetent nottv extraction tilihods ~wr-e soft- wtap u.~it. and tnitertacm, with tle- VIP 100 dfiscrete
ware. imoklementel and evaluated. of wh4ich the f itst wiard recognition system and the VOTRAX synthe
utilizea J,. &taticall's conceptt, the siecond was dejvel. 11 'let %Wta f~ene.A~nerli~r c ew
ooctd from N. Millet'~s concopt. tho third used pitch it-e udio equipmrent andi o disc dt ive atul potoosor
ptofection foe iltermintng pitch. and thv foutth utili was doviagrwd andiplemented. This rnterf~ac coo
zedi vaious speech ligftzil vat happtoprilate weigtl lists of a tow. level n. aophone pteartlifit&, AGCj
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circuits, preemphasis circuits, D/A and A/D converters, PUBLICATIONS
variable sampling rate control, and filter interface. It Wilts, J. R., "Computer Programs for the Phonemic
also includes a cache memory, cache memory control, Vocoder," NELC TN (in preparation)
disc interface, and interface with the processor. Soft-
ware for the processor was designed and implemented Edmondson, G. D., "A Time-Domain Waveform Dis.

to exercise the cache memory and to exercise and test play/Analyzer for Speech Research,' Naval Post-

the disc. A disc handler was also designed and imple- graduate School, Monterey, California, June 1974

mented, In direct support of the brassbodrd phone- (master's thesis)

mic vocoder development, a log counter, an instan- Christy, D. 0., "A Phonemic Vocoder Design," NELC

"taneous period log compressor, and an automatic TN (in preparation)

wiretab program were constructed. The implementa- Christy, D. 0., "Technical Trade-offs in a Phonemic
tion of LPC by analog hardware was studied. A high- Vocoder Dasign," NELC TN (in preparation)
level block-component design and a Cross mechanical
design of a phonemic vocoder brassboard model were
prepared.

Implementation of a phonemic vocoder is of ex- ZF61.212

treme importance to the Navy. The problem consists (NEL C Z268)

of reducing the number of bits needed for the trans-
mission of voice witl" high fidelity and intelligibility Contact:
by presently available Navy assets, which are incom- D. 0. Christy

patible with the high data rates of preser~t-day NELC Code 3200

vocoders. (714) 225-6515
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Voice and Image Data ference in images transmitted. Therefore, the Walsh
transform was selected as the preferred transform.Compandi ng: During FY74 the image transmission system proc-
essed images at three-to-one, four-to-one, and six-to-

one compression ratios, Images can be transmitted -it a

Transform Source Encoding three-to-one compression ratio with no appreciable
loss of 'idelity. Noise was added to the encoded bits
at the rate of one bit per 1000 on the average with
little effect on the received image. At six to one, the

D. C. McCall block organization begins to show up, and the fine
details become smoothed during the encoding.

During the first part of FY74 software was writnen
to interface the output of the digital frame capture
unit (DFCU) with computer programs which simulate Walsh and slant transform et 'oding techniques

a digital image transmission system. The DFCU was were compared. In performance tiz,' differed little,
acquired during FY73 and provided the capability to but the Walsh transform was favored on the basis of
do in-house digital image processing. The equipment simplicity. It is binary, and the transformation of a
is designed to accept TV images, convert them to digi- data vector requires only additions ard subtractions.
tal format, and store them for subsequent transfer to The effects of compression of digitized images via
digit31 tape. The DFCU also accepts data from a digi these transforms were demonstrated. Three-to-one
tal tape for video display. With this capability we compression does not appreciably affect detail. Deter-

were able to emulate a digital image transmission sys- ioration begins at six to one.

tem with computer programs and illustrate the effects
of three-to-one and six-to-one compression of a digi-
tized image via transform encoding techniques.

The emulated image transmission system is shown A design for implementing the discrete Walsh trans-

in figure 1. The role of the image reader is played by form was workea out et the functional block diagram

the DFCU, which produces digitized images on !BM. level. An initial hardware cost estimate for a bread-

compatible magnetic tape. The tape is used as input board model which would compute the I6-point dis-

to the computer program which emulates the block crete Walsh translorm (six bits' resolution per point)

organization, transform source encoder, channel, and is S2k The estimate assumes the use of commercial

decoder. The processed image is written onto "lag- components and operation at video rates. A 16-point

netic tape for display on the DFCU. As indicated in input represents a block organization size of four by

the block diagram. a codled version of a linear trans- four. Although theoretically it is somewhat better to

formation of the image is transmitted rather than the process larger blocks, the cost for working stora e

image itself. The motivation for using this technique goes up exponentially with increase in block size.

is that coding the spectral components of pictoria&

sources provides higher coding efficienc-y. computae PUBLICATIONS
tional simplicity, increased noise immunity, anid McCall, D. C., "Data Compression Using Walsh Trans-
exact control on the compression ratio, form Source Encoding." Naval Reseavch Reviews,

The Walsh transform, an expansion in terms of XXVII. j49-56. May-June 1974
rectangular waveforms, and the slant transform, an McCall. D. C.. "3 to I Data Compression Via Walsh
expansion by sawtooth wavefdrms, were evaluated in Transform." NELC TR 1903, 10 December 1973
the encoding scheme with respect to preservation of Dillard. G. M,. anti McCall. 0. C.. "Discrete Transform
fidelity for the same compression r-tto. cost of imple- Techniques Applied to Signal Processing." NELC
mentation, and speed of operation. Wash functions TN 2698. 20 May 1974
are binary, and the discrete Walsh transform of a data
vector requires only addoiions ano subtractions. The ZF61.212
slant tratisform requirei multiplications and a two. (NELC Z268)

dimensional format for implementaton, and the in, Contact:
verse transform differs from the forward translo.m, D. C. McCall
At a thre-to-one compression ratio the transform NELC Code 3300
used-Walsh or slant-causes no apprectable visual (hi. (714) 225.7777
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Figure 1. Emulated image transmission system.
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Figure 1. Emula:.-J image transmission system.
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Voice and Image Data The data compression techniques are applicable to

any digital communication channel that contains re-
Companding: dundant information. For example, the TRI-TAC

facsimile program has a need for data compression in
the transfer of facsimile information. The hf link

Schalkwijk Source Coding conveying facsimile data from weather centrals to
ships could utilize data compression to reduce trans-
mission time. Additionally, sufficient redundancy
may occur in digital voice (vocoder) that the

J. C. Lawrence Schalkwijk algorithm could be advantageously
employed.

The computer algorithm developed in FY73 was
used as a basis for redesigning the data compression
hardware. During FY74 the hardware (encoder- ZF61.212
decoder) was designed for testing on very-high-resolu- (NELC Z268)
tion pictorial data. Debugging of the encoder was
completed and preliminary tests resulted in compres- Contact:
sion ratios on two different pictures of approximately J. C. Lawrence
three to one and four to one with no loss of NELC Code 2400
information. (714) 225-6562
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Fiber Optics Tactical Data ranging from 1U% to 70% duty cycle. The available

light-emitting diodes could not be used at this rate.

Link MTACCS [Marine A design change reduced the serial rate to 5 MHz,
Corps Tactical Command which is adequate for the two equipments of interest.

When the fiber optics cable system is completely

Control System) developed, it will demonstrate a significant weight
and size savings over present Marine Corps wire cables.
The most significant contributions of the fiber optics,
however, may prove to be the immunity provided to

J. J. Symanski and D. N. Williams electromagnetic interference and electromagnetic

pulse, and the electrical isolation achieved from the
transmit end to the receive end of the cable.

Reducing the weight of transportable systems by The Marine Corps has approved plans for a feasibil-
the substitution of fiber optics bundles for heavy co- ity demonstration of the completed system and desig.
axial cable is an attractive possibility. Marine Corps nated a facility as the test site. One interconnecting
computer systems in particular suffer from the weight cable will be replaced with the fiber optics cable plus
of MIL STD 90-pin-connector armored cabling. Under the needed interface circuitry. The results of tests
this task a fiber optics cible will be developed to con- over several months of operation will be evaluated to
nect two transportable huts containing the Marine determine whether further development is warranted.

Corps CP642B computer and the AN/TYA-20 data
terminal, cabinets will be designed to hold the inter-
face fiber optics circuitry (serial-to-parallel and par- ZF61.212
allel-to-serial conversioit), and circuitry will be devel- (NELC Z271)
oped and cards fabricated for use in the cabinets.
(Development of the converter circuitry itself was Contact:
partially funded under another project.) J. D. Ho'loba&qh, J. J. Symanski, or D. N. Williams

The original specification for the serial data rate NELC Coces 1700, 3200. and 2500

was 20 MHz. or 50-ns pulses, in a specified pattern (714) 225-7523. 225-6515, or 225-7570
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Narrowbnnd Underwater
Laser and Detector

INTRODUCTION NELC has developed an analytical model which
takes into account the attenuation and scattering of
different types of ocean water and the scattering of

E. J. Schimitschek the air-water interface. System analyses based on this
work are performed for other proposed or conceiv-

able systems to determine the performance which
Communication, detection, and ranging systems could be expected if the optimum source and detector

operating either between aircraft and submarines or combination were available for the application.
submarines and submarines are of mounting interest The study will be useful in (1) determining what
within the Navy, and at least two systems are being kinds ol systems are practical and (2) setting up re-
actively pursued. High efficiency of the blue-green quirements for sources and detectors for optimum
source and correspondingly narrow bandwidth of the system performance. The prtJrarn, which is described
detector are key factors. The interrelationship of in the following three articles, should have direct im-
peak pow(-,v pulse width, average power, maximum pact in the areas of short-range underwater detection
attainable depth or range, and signal-to-noise ratio and communication among ships, submarines, and
is also important. aircraft.
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Narrowband Underwater
Laser and Detector: The impact of several blue-green transmitters on

different Navy underwater systems was compared. It

was found that a dye laser would greatly Improve per-Analytical Performance formance of underwater suveillance and
cation systems.

Study of Lasers in
UnderwaterSystems

Second, performance of underwater imaging sys-

tems of the flood and dual-scan illumination types

R. D. Anderson was evaluated for several illumination sources, in-
cluding arc lamps, strobe lamps, incandescent lamps,

and lasers. The comparison of system performance

Three applications of particular interest received utilized a performance figure of merit based on the

study under this task. They are discussed below, assumption that the vehicle was power-supply limited.
Two types of ocean waters, coastal and deep ocean,The first concept advanced for study was a strut-

mounted underwater ranging and detection system for were considered. In the evaluation, the dye laser

detection of submarines from hydrofoil patrol craft appeared to outperform all other sources. This can
be attributed to the unique wavelength tunability of(PCH). It was recognized at the outset that severe

engirneering problems would be encountered in the dye laser and its relatively high efficiency.

mounting equipment on the lifting structure of hydro- Third, analysis based on detection theory was used

foil craft. The problems were not only structural but to define a figure of merit for optical transmitters

hydrodynamic in nature. representing compromises used in underwater communication systems. The fig-

in vessel performance. Another area of uncertainty ure of merit, which is relatable to system available

involved cavitation in the window area and the ability signal-to-noise ratio, is then applied to a number of

to maintain a clear optical aperture while underway. candidate optical transmitter sources. The results of

The basic requirement addressed was the more funda. the analysis showed that the dye laser is the superior

mental concern of range capability of such a system. transmitter for both near-term and future applications.

Analysis shows that existing laser technology can pro-
vide a system which will detect submarines at slant
ranges of about 490 feet in cold, open ocean water. ZRO 1.07
((k 0.1 m-1). Dye laser developments could extend 1NELC Z198)

this capability only marginally, to approximately
550 feet. Since these ranges are comparable to the Contact:

turn radius of the vehicle, such a system would fail to E. J. Schimitschek or R. D. Anderson
provide a tracking capability to a PCH for ASW Code 2500

operations. (714) 22 797.5



Narrowband Underwater continued and completed in FY74. Data were ob-tained on the optimum fill pressure and electrode geo-

Laser and Detector: metry for long lamp life. Several processes, in particu-

lar cathode sputtering, limit lamp life. As one attack
on the sputtering problem, work was started on an in-

Blue-Green Lasing Dye ductively coupled, electrodeless annular lamp for dye

Studies and Excitation excitation. Initial tests indicate that this lamp can be
operated efficiently if the circuit parameters are care-

Source Developmnt fully adjusted. For this purpose a thorough computeranalysis was performed on the tradeoffs between indi-
vidual circuit elements.

E. J. Schimitschek, J. E. Celto, and J. A. Trias For several Navy missions, efficient and tunable
continuous-wave laser power in the blue-green is re-

|_Iquired. Present cw dye lasers are pumped with argon
lasers, which are inherently inefficient. This problem

The utility of blue-green lasers in underwater sys- might be eliminated if incoherently pumped dye

tems will be ir-ereased by (1) the synthesis of c- lasers could be developed. For this purpose, thresh-

marin dyes showing exceptional stability under flash old calculations were performed and dye fluoresc:nice

excitation, (2) an extended-life flashlamp for dye enhancement by using mixtures of several dyes was

excitation, and (3) the enhancement of dye fluores- studied. Initial results are promising.

cence via the use of mixtures of several dyes. PUBLICATIONS

I__ _I_ _ _Schimitschek, E., Trias, J., Hammond, P., and
Atkins, R.. "Laser Performance of Fluorinated

The blue-green dye laser is expected to have con- Coumarin Dyes." Opt Comm. (accepted for
siderable impact on future Navy underwater commun. publication)
ication and illumination systems. The following con- Celto, J., Schimitschek, E., and Trias, J., "Voice Com-
tributiors to the technology may prove significant. munication with a Flashlamp-Excited Blue-Green

Under a joint effort with Naval Weapons Center, Laser," NELC TN 2672. 24 April 1974
whose work was internally funded, about a dozen new
coumarin dyes were synthesized and tested for laser
performance and photochemical stablity. Some show ZROI 1.07
exceptional stability under flash excitation. From (NELCZ198)
the pattern which is developing from comparisons of
these related dyes, it is now possible to get leads for Contact:
further synthesis work. E. J. Schimitschek, J. E. Celto. or J. A. Trias

A linear xenon flashlamp test and evaluation pro- Code 2500
gram. started in m FY73 under another project. was (714) 225-7975
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Narrowband Underwater absorption bandwidth of Av., an improvement is
made in siqnal-to-noise ratio if Aps < Pa <A An'

Laser and Detector: This improvement, which is approximately
APn/A Va, occurs if the medium absorbs the optical
signal and reradiates the absorbed optical power in the

Selective Filtering for form of fluorescence. Most materials emit fluores-
cence at longer wavelengths than the wavelength of

Narrowbsnd Detection of the exciting energy and hence can effect isolation of
absorbed and fluorescence emission by means of sharp-Optical Communications cutoff filters.

Signals The halogen gases. 12. Br2, and solutions of these

in various solvents were investigated. Strong resonant
fluorescence of molecular iodine excited with 5145- A
radiation of an argon laser source has been observed.

H. H. Caspers and H. E. Rast, Jr. Also, crystals and various solvents containing ti ivalent
terbium have been examined. Because of the coinci-
dence of the 48R08A argon laser transition with the
electronic energy levels of Tb3+ (5 D4 ), strong, intense

Selective filtering of optical communication sig fluorescence at 5500 A is observed. Crystals ofrnals may be provided by a fluorescent mnedium of a LaF3:Tb3+ adTC nvrosslet r en

certain bandwidth. The medium is insensitive to examined for possible use as wide-aperture, narrow-
much of the noise incident upon it. but absorbs and band filters. Experiments are presently being con-
rerdiates the sign in the form of fluoresence. A ducted to determine the external quantum efficiency
number of materials were tested for suitability for of the various materials discussed.
this application.

The objective of this task is to examine the possi- ZRO 11.07
bility of achieving narrowband, selective filtering of (NELC Z198)

optical communications signals in the blue-green spec-
tral region. The basic concept requires the detection Contact:
of an optical signal of spectral bandwidth A Ps accom- E. J. Schimitschek, H. H. Caspers. or H. E. Rast. Jr.
panied by noise of bandwidth Ivn. If the signal-plus- Code 2500 or 2600
,oise is incident on a fluorescent medium having an (714) 225-7975 or 225-6591
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Optical Covert telluride (HgCdTe) device, which must be cooled to

liquid nitrogen (77K) temperature at present.
Communications Using In FY71-FY73, this project was sponsored by the
LUser Transceivers Naval Ship Systems Command under 62752N

SF21.222.002 (NELC B807). In November 1972

[OCCULT] ship-shore communication (voice and data) was
demonstrated (demonstrating pointing, tracking, and

acquisition capability from ships). Following this,
equipment needed for additional tests was designed,

G. C. Mooradian the optical package was contracted, the receiver pro-
cessing electronics and the pointing system were con-

structed, and testing was begun at NFLC.
The Optical Covert Communications Using Laser In March 1974 the Director of Naval Laboratories

Transceivers (OCCULT) program was started in FY71 provided lED funds to complete the Advanced Devel-
under the lED program. It was conceived to meet the opment Model. This has been done. On completion
Navy's need for a covert communication system be- of ship-to-ship tests in September 1974 a detailed
tween ships and ship to shore that is highly immune to report will be written.
jam, intercept, and spoof and has, in addition, a high
data rate. During that year a system for land-based
tests over an 11-nmi stretch of water was designed and PUBLICATIONS
constructed.

The basic OCCULT system initially consisted of Mooradian, G. C., "A 10.6u Video Bandwidth Acous-

two transceivers for point-to-point communication, to-Optic Mcidulator," Applied Optics (to be

Each transceiver had two CO 2 lasers, one a transmitter submitted)

with output power of about 5 watts, the other a local
oscillator with output of about 1 watt. The local os- ZF61.212
cillator provided a means for translating the informa- (NELCZ275)
tion to a frequency more easi;y worked with-the
function it serves in any heterodyne system. This was Contact:
accomplished by combining the received and local os- G. C. Mooradian
cillator signals in a square-law detector. The detector NELC Code 2500
used in the OCCULT system was a mercury-cadium- (714) 225-7975
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Doherty. D. W.. "Modularized Digital Control," Naval Research Reviews. v XX VII. p 37-43. May-Jur, 1974
Fdmtondson, G. D. "*A Time-Dornain Wamiform DitplaylAnalyzet for Speech Research," Naval Pk-stgraduate School.

'.'~'rCalifornia. June 1974 (mtaster's thiesis)
Matt. PR J.. andJ Kelleher, M. U.. "The Themuil Performawnce of Air.Cooled Circuit Boards used in Standard Elec-

'ionic Package DEsigns," Naval Posý,'iiduate Sclioo NPS.534x740611, 20 May 1974
McC~all. D. C., "Data Compression Using Walsh Transform Source Encoding." NAvAl Reswach Rvvwwt, v XXVII.

1)4 9- 66. Mav -June 1974
kIlooradian, G. C., "*A 10.6p~ Video Banwidth Acousto-Optic Modulator." App t -~'Porics (to be submitted)
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In-House Publications

INDEPENDENT RESEARCH

Celto, J., Schimitschek, E., and Trias, J., "Vo'e Communication with a F lashdamp- Excited Blue-Green Dye Laser,"
NELC TN 2672, 24 April 1974'

LaBahn, R. W., "Recent Experiments Exploring the Properties of F-Region irregularities that Give Rise to Spread-F
and Scintillations," NELC TR 1896, 11 October 19/3

Major, R. W., "A Compendium of Satellites for Atmospheric, Ionospheric and Magnetospheric Research," NELC TN
2564, 19 December 1973

Major, R. W., "Consideration oif World-Wide Scintillation Prediction Techniques," NE LC TN 2501, 18 October 1973

Paulson, M. R., "Status of Scintillation and Spread-p Research," NEWC TN 2669, 22 April 1974

Salisbury, G. C., "Location of Shipboard Topside Interference Sources by Photomodulation," NEWC TR 1886.
3 August 1973

Strand, T. C., and Persons, C. E., "in-coherent Optical Correlator for Active Sonar." NELW TR 1887, 27 July 1973

Symanski, J. J.. Lagnado, L. and.Keefer, R. L., "Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs) in Navy Memory Applications,"
NELC TR (in preparation)

Wieder, H. H.. arid Tomlinson, J. L., "Magnetic Bubble Domain Computer Memory Components," NEWC TN 2598.
29 January 1974

*NELC TNs ase informial documents intended fox use chiefly within NELC

INDEPENDENT EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT
Bayless. T. H.. "A Distributed Processing Concept #or Small Ship Command Control-Expected Payoffs and Risks."

NE LC TN (to be published)

Christy, D. 0.. "A Phonemic Voco'ter Design.- NELC TN (in preparation)

Christy. 0. 0., "Technical Tradecoffs in a Ptuonen-ic Vocodei Desigti." NELC TN (in preparation)

Dillard, G. MI.. and McCall. 0. C., -Discrete Transform Techniquti Applied to sgiiai~ Pwoc&ssing.p NEILC TN 2698.
20 May 1974

Glavas. X. G,. and True. R. F.. "Standaird Pack-aging Design~s Use-r's Manual." NELC TD (in pireparation)

Lebduska. R. L. and Holma. G. NI., "Ftbe-i Owiic Cable Hardware Test," NEIC TA 1900. 11 December 1973

Lefflet. R.. "Telecommunicetions Eqtpmn~t Low-Cost Aciquisitzon Wtthod (TELC * I).* NELC TO 335.
1S July 1974

McCall. U. C., **3 to 1 Data Compres~sion Via Walsh ftarisfoom." NELC TR 1903. 10 Decemlio 1973

Posilhow. E. J.. "Aiwirrative Microtmocaswo Coof~aigr~on Study."* NELW TN 2711. 12 June 1974

Patahow. E. J.. "A Simulationri n the Sault Ship Commfand Control System.- NEW. TN 272%, 27 June 1974

Passlow. F_ J.. *Siyall Ship Commiand Cointrol Sys.tem-System (Qscrptton,** NEWC TO 318. June 1974

Tvw. R, F.. -Heat Transufct Rates of Printed Circuit 3oatds uted ~n Stamitard Pacl-ging Dessitts," NEILC TN
fin prevparationi

Wrilts. J. R.. "Compluter Ptolrams fc* fth P~honeminc Vocode7- NEWC TN (in pireparationt

(A NE LC IN on 4CCULT wnit be %w-~teti on completion of iza wtrsing.
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Presentations to
Professional Meetings

INDEPENDENT RESEARCH

Bromley, K., "Incoherent Optical Data Processing," Optical Society of America, 9-12 October 1973, Rochester,
New York

Hopkins, R. U. F., and Paulson, M. R., "On Equatorial Scintillation," International Union of Radio Science (URSI),
Boulder, Colorado, August 1973

Hopkins, R. U. F., and Paulso,, M. R., "Space Diversity for Alleviation of Equatorial Scintillation Effects," National
Telecommunications Conference, San Diego, California, December 1974

Lagnado, I., NELC, and Whitehouse, H. J., NUC, "Signal Processor Image Sensor Using CCD's," to be presented to
the 1974 CCD Application of Technology Conference, Edinburgh, Scotland, 25-27 September 1974

Lagnado, I., NELC, and Whitehouse, H. J., NUC, "Concept of a Signal Processing Imager Using CCD," 1973 CCD
Applications Conference, San Diego, California, 18-20 September 1973

Lile, D. L., and Davis, N. M., "Photovoltaic InSb MOS Array," Infrared Informatir i Symposium, El Toro, California,
March 1974

Miller, S. A., seminars on the spin-flip Raman laser at the Physics Departments of Louisiana State University, Naval
Postgraduate School, and the University of California at San Diego

Monahan, M. A., seminar on "Optical Processing Techniques," San Diego Chapter of the Optical Society of America,
24 April 1974

Saul, D., "Wideband ehf Microstrip Components and the I FM Discriminator," Millimeter Wave Techniques Confer-
ence, San Diego, California, March 26-28, 1974

Wagner, N. K., Hart, A. R., and McQuitty, D. W., "Auger Electron Spectroscopy Applied to Reliability Problems in
Microelectronic Process Control," Government Microelectronics Applications Conference, Boulder, Colorado,
23 June 1974

Wagner, N. K., and McQuitty, D. W., "Auger Electron Spectroscopy for Analysis of Integrated Circuits," to be
presented to the National Electronics Conference, Chicago, Illinois, 16 October 1974

INDEPENDENT EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT
Bromley, K., "Signal Processing with Incoherent Light," Gordon Research Conference on Coherent Optics and Holo-

graphy, 24-28 June 1974, Santa Barbara, California

Christy, D. 0., invited to participate in preparing for the NATO-RSG-4 Cooperative Research on Automatic Speech
Processing and Recognition Meeting, August 1975

Mooradian, G. C., "Atmospheric and Space Optical Communications," IGC Conference on The Futurei of Optical
Communications, Boston, Massachusetts, 25-28 August 1974
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Independent Research

PATENTS ISSUED

M. Geller, D. E. Altma;i, a id G. J. Barstow
A High Intensity Light Source

Novel metal vapor discharge lamps filled with either zinc-xenon or cadmium-xenon are the most efficient optical
sources for conversion of electrical energy into the blue-green portion of the spectrum. This development will
result in more practical sources for underwater optical systems.

Patert 3,758,805 (Navy Case 53,178) Serial No. 192,857 Filed 27 October 1971 Issued I I September 1973

PATENT APPLICATIONS FI LED

H. E. Rast and H. H. Caspers
Large-Aperture, Narrowband Detectors for Optical Communication Systems

A narrowband optical detector for Naval covert optical communication signals. An enclosure containing a gas for
absorbing and reemitting all photons at the frequency of the signal to be detected. A detector of the photo-
multiplier type is positioned to receive the reemitted energy.

Navy Case 56,124 Seria No. 375,422 Filed 2 July 1973 Pending

R. E. Potter
Dual.A-rde CR T Screen

A dual phosphor screen consists of a mixture of a phosphor having a medium or long persistence emitting in the
ultraviolet and a short-persistence green phosphor. The system then provides for electronic switching from long.
persistence mode to short-persistence mode and will make possible improved displays for Naval command control
systerns.

Navy Cas• 56.482 Serri No 473.987 Faded 28 May 1974 Pending

H. E. Rast and H. H. CQspers
Dye Laoser Transmitter - Resonant Fluorescent Detector System for Underwater Optical Communications

The detector is arranged so that the signal is incident at right angles to the stream of molecules of a resonance
detector material such as sodium and a photo detector or observer is mutually perpendicular to both signal and

beam. Use of detector will improve covert underwater communication!..

Navy Cae 5,3.265 Patent aip4xcation fo*warded Patent Of ice 30 July 1974 Pending
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AUTHORIZED INVENTION DISCLOSURES

H. E. Rast and H. H. Caspers
Dual.Mode Display Element for use under Varying Ambient Illumination

An SiO 2 insulating layer is overlayed on a conducting glass substrate. The layer has a portion removed, and this
area is filled in with an electroluminescent phosphor. The phosphor and SiQ 2 insulator are overlaid with a thin
transparent electrode. A liquid crystal is sandwiched between the above assembly and a conducting glass electrode.
Under high ambient light conditions, high contrast and visibility exist by means of the dynamic scattering from
the liquid darkness. A switch is activated to place the AC potential across the phosphor and produce an i~lumi-
nated background against which the liquid crystal alphanumeric character may be read in darkness or low ambient
light. This dual-mode element may be used in improved displays for Naval command control systems.

Navy Case 57.008 Authorized for prepardtion of patent applc; tion 20 March 1974

D. L. Saul
Improved Millimeter Waveguide to Microstrip Transition

An improved means of transferring guided electromagnetic signals from dominant mode rectangular waveguide
to microstrip transmission line at frequencies extending into the millimeter wave region. The initial development

was done for the 26.5-40-GHz frequency band but the design can be scaled dimensionally to cover higher or
lower bands. This will result in improved radar systems for the Navy.

Navy Case 57.530 Authorized for preparation of patent application 21 June 1974

R. P. Backer, K. Bromley, M. A. Monahan, and L. B. Stotts

Electro-Optical Spectrum Analyzer
An electro-optical device capable of performing a one-dimensional finite Fourier transform on temporal signals in

real time. The device is also capable of performing matrix multiplication of a one-dimensional column vector by

a two-dimensional matrix, yielding a one-dimensional column vector. It w;ll give an increased signal processing

capability.

Navy Case 56.834 Authorized for prepaiation of patent a.l.cation 3 July 1974

I. Lagnado, NELC, and H. J. Whitehouse. NUC

Signal Processing Imager Array Using Charge Transfer Concepts

The charge coupled device (CCD) has the main attribute to handle analog signals with the controllability of

digital circuits. It has. however, been used to perform one function (i.e., image sensing. storing data for memory

application or processing info'mation). The novelty of the invention is to combine the properties of slgnal proc.

essing and image measurement in a single charge transfer device to perform convolution and correlation. The

integration of dissimilar functional operations in a single device reduces hardware duplication, simplifies system

implementation, reduces maintainability costs, and imrproves performance and reliability (by the mere fact of

reducing complexity).

NjlV Case 66.691 Authorized lot pinwrqatton of a potent aw•licaiton h NownWvem r 1973
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INVENTION DISCLOSURES SUBMITTED

D. L. Saul
Miniaturized Millimeter Wave Instantaneous Frequency Discriminator

A discriminator, in some suitable form, is a key part of an instantaneous frequency measuring (IFM) receiver. A
receiver of the IFM type has the ability to monitor continuousky all frequencies within a designated frequency
band, a property very useful for certain types of surveillance operations. The IFM receiver's military and naval
use has become widespread at microwave frequencies up to 18 GHz.

Navy Case 57.804 Disclosure submitted to NELC Patent Counsel 20 February 1974

H. E. Rast and H. H. Caspers
Wide-Aperture Optical Communications Detector

Most narrowband detectors are confined to a small aperture or field of view due to the necessity of using filters
which require normal incidence and, hence, narrow field of view. This invention depends for its filtering action
on an entirely different principle, thereby allowing large apertures and narrowband detection over a wide field
of view. Its use will provide improved surveillance systems.

Navy Case 58,110 Disclosure submitted to NELC Patent Counsel 25 April 1974
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Independent ExploratoryDevelopment

PATENTS ISSUED

V. N. Smiley, A. L. Lewis, and D. K. Forbes
Method of Producing a Thin Film Laser

A method of producing a laser material by depositing recrystallized material on an unoriented Fubstrate. It is a
more practicable method for producing thin-film lasers because thickness and lateral dimensions can be accurately
controlled.

Patent 3.787.234 Navy Case 49.107 Serial No. 842.916 Filed 18 July 1969 Issued 22 January 1974

E. J. Schimitschek and J. A. Trias
A Liquid Laser Sol ,tion Formed with a Neodymium Salt in Phosphorus Oxychloride

An improved liquid lasing solution which does not deteriorate with time nor as a result of flash excitaticn. It
will result in improved lasers for various systems.

Patent 3.779.939 Navy Case 48.148 Serial No 111.128 Fded 29 January 1971 Issued 18 December 1973

L. J. Johnson
Microminiature High.Efficiency Power Supply

A microminiaturized power supply using open-loop voltage regulation with pulse width control.

It can be used in all electronic circuits requiring a low-voltage power source.

Patent 3.806.791 Navy Case 54.521 Seetal No 312.068 Fded 4 December 1972 Issued 23 Awe' 1974

V. N. Smiley
Wide- Range Continuously Tunable Thin.Film Laser

A thin layer laser of mixed crystal composition witr a gradient in composition along one direction in the plane
of the layer so that varying the position of the pump energy varies the frequency over a range of 1000 A, It will

be valuable as a tunable. multichannel source for short-range optical communication systemns.

Patent 3.747.021

CLAIMS ALLOWED. PENDING ISSUE

P. L. Writer and M. L. Schiff
Surface Wave Narrow aBdwpm Filter

In bandpass filter feedback loops. v,;,ta wave devices conprising aluminum fingers depostted on a piezoelectric
substrate are emlo4yed to provKi, transm,iseon characteristics which invert a trallnsiss•on null into a bandarss.

They may be used to provide tmropo-,d filteirig for Naval electronic eqtiipmrents.

NWv Case 5.5.701 Ser•a No 377.%0 Fded 22 June 1973 Ct'awn Atlkwd. P•ndwg Iu, e

K. Bromley
Multiciuwl Optical Correlator System

A high-speed. multechanml optical correlation system employmg nonooherent ight It will result in improved

signal pocetsang

Navy Caw 53.266 Setial No 234.749 Fees 15 Mach. 1972 CLum. Alloved. PeC4di Issu
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PATENT APPLICATIONS FILED

R. L. Lebduska
Fiber Optic Cable Connector

A fiber optic cable connector of identical halves which press-f it together, with the terminals spring loaded to
maintain the highly polished cable ends in close contact. A ferrule is provided to maintain the cable ends in
perfect alignment and to act as a reservoir for the liquid that may be inserted between the cable ends to enhance
optical transmission. Fiber optics w"l1 have increasing use in Naval communication and data transfer systems.

Navy Case 56,390 Serial No. 437,428 Filed 28 January 1974 Pending

J. J. Symanski and R. H. Ebert
Multi-Wire Cable to Coaxial Cable Transition Apparatus

A cable connector including logic circuitry to pertorm parallel to serial to parallel functions reducing need for
multiple parallel data lines. Use of the connector will improve Naval data transfer systems.

Navy Case 54.948 Serial No. 433,039 Filed 14 January 1974 Pending

D. N. Williams
Fiber Optic To Electronic Interface

A new fiber optic.to-electronic interface circuit which will improve Naval communication and data transfer
systems.

Navy Case 55.085 Serial No 449.814 Filed 11 Mwch 1974 Pending

H. F. Taylor and A. L. Lewis
Groadband Optical Coupler

An optical coupler for introducing light signals into an optical data bus and also picking off signals from such a
data bus. It will improve Naval data transfer systems.

Navy Case 55.909 Serial No 469.199 Filed 13 May 1974 Pending

R. L. Lebduska
Method ant Apparatus for Detecting Individual Fiber Oreakage in Multifiber Optic Cables

A method of assessing the individual fiber breakage in a bundle of fiber glass fibers. The terminated ends aye
illuminated and viewed through a microscope. The broken fibers appear as black circular elements. Fiber optics
will have increasing use li Naval communication and data transfer systems.

Navy Cai 66.533 Sooeta No 445.406 Fald 25 FeWuwv 1974 Pending

L. S. Stots
Improved Optical Transmit. Receive Couplkr

A liquid crystal grating for coupling light into fiber optics, This will improve Naval cowmunacation and data
tranrsfe. syste!ms

Navy C4,e 5.640 Setw No 457.00? FiW I Arid 1.974 Peadwig

K. BOornkv
Corr,•tsro Upig Chare Cot~ped Oevires

A system Using charge coupled devices to permit parallel optical Correlation pfoce•sng to "eal tift. It will on.
prove Naval signal and data psoceiwsg systems.

Nv Cuta SC 19 Seria No 484.a32 Fied I JV 1974 Penitin
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LB . Stotts and W. M. Coton
Improved Bire fringent Optical Coupler

An optical coupler for waveguides employing the biref ringence properties of nemnatic liquid crystals-as indiced
and controlled by an electric field, It will improve Naval Communications and data transfer systems.

Navy Casw 56,018 Seriail No. 456.692 Filed 1 April 1974 Pending

L. B. Stotts
Improved Optical Coupler

A passive optical coupler employing the distinctive wavelength sensitivity and polarized directional responsivity
of different cholesteric liquid crystal materials to selectively couple out optically transmitted data and informa-
tion from a common optical bus. It will enable improved data and information transfer systems to be built.

Navy Caise 56,703 Serial No. 465.962 Ftiled I May 1974 Pending

H. K. Landskov
Polypole Broadband Antenna Array

An effective, simple, and inexpensive broadband antenna array f or small ships and light vehicles and comprising aplurality of like monopoles placed in either a triangle or quadrangle conf igurationt with a monopole at each apex.
It will make possible an increase in available communications channels with smaller and lighter antennas.

Navy Case 55.647 Serial No. 423.339 Filed 10 December 1973 Pending

C. Nuese
Block Coded Communication System

A noisy forward communication channel is employed to transfer data which have been symbolically coded and
also to transfer correction instructions; a noiseless feedback channel is used to return each symbol as it is re-
ceived to the sending station. The apparatus transfers binary digital data without exces~sive redundancy, delay.
or complexity by correcting transmission errors by n..3rlis of correction instructions as opposed to retransmitting
the entire block of data.

Navy Cast 54.6iuS Serial No 425.5&W Filed 17 December 1973 Pending

AUTHORIZED INVENTION DISCLOSURES

A. Roth andl G. M. Holma
Closest Point of Approiach Calculator

A matnually operated. programmed Idedicattech calculator that computes the range, bearing, and time of closest
point of approach of any or all of five vlectedl target ship%, arid also their course and spe-ed. Its use will be
valuable in reducing collisions and casalties

Nw-v CUti $6.072 Auihat bad 29. ariuwy 1974 tat p qp~v~ktiun of pa'eni a)i~c~iwta

L. J.Johnson
Po*%r 543plV

An electronic power supply apparatus for use with a widt- rang of input voltages A series switch type regulalto
as caused to regulate at two voltage$ I (5 and 13 volts) Thut ist doneby sensing the regulated voltage and, by meansof gate circuits. switching from one mode of regulating to ttw, other withouet loss of efficiency. .This technique
enables proeision of more effhcsent and lighter weight power supplies for Naval electronic systems.

Navv V-4w 56.509 Auihur~d tot oratai~utor, of a patens applcation I7 Janqwar 1914
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J. A. Cocci and M. L. Schiff
PCM Synchronization and Multiplexing System

The invention comprises apparatus for obtaining transmitter-receiver synchronization in an audio transceiver
which employs pulse code modulation. The apparatus also provides demultiplexing of time multiplexed signals
on the same dat3 channel. The main advantage of the apparatus is that only one frame of data is lost for any one

sync error. Also, the concept can be implemented reliably and inexpensively by means of conventional digital

integrated circuitry. It will result in more accurate and less complicated data transfer systems.

Navy Case 56,908 Authorized for preparation of a patent application 25 February 1974

D. W. Doherty and E. J. Wells, Jr.

Universal Modularized Digital Controller
A miniaturized digital controller for use in a servomechanism system controlled by signals from a computer or

other digital data source. It will improve fire control and steering and simplify Navy logistics problems.

Navy Cas" 55,860 Authorized for preparation of a patent application on 25 J ly 1974

INVENTION DISCLOSURES SUBMITTED

J. C. Lawrence and A. Roth

Schalkwijk Algorithm
Provide5 a data compression technique for use with general sources and comprises a direct generalization of run

leng(h coding. The technique is also operable with sources of time-varying and nonstationary statistics. It will
result in improved secure communications systems.

Navy Case 57.173 Invention disclosure submitted to NE LC Patent Counsel 10 September 1973
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Independent R resch

NELC FY74
NELC Principal Mail Research Funding DOC

Problem Title Investigator Code AUTOVON Requiremem Sk Key

Z175 Low-Light-Level TV IR Cathode Dr. C. R. Zeisse 2600 933-6591 ZRO21.03 $ 45 ON 213139

Z192 Equatorial Scintillation R. U. F. Hopkins 2400 933-7767 ZR021.01 55 ON 487547
Research

Z193 Devices for New Frequency J. W. Carson 2300 9336763 ZR011.07 235 ON 487534
Regions

Z194 Signal Processing Imager Using Dr. I Lagnado 4800 9334877 ZRO21.03 50 ON 487535
Charge Coupled Devices

Z195 So~cd-State Materials and Pro. C. E. Holland. Jr. 4300 9336800 ZR011.02 250 ON 48736M
cesses Characteristics

Z196 Solid State Moass Memory J J Symanski 3200 933-6515 ZRO21 03 120 ON 487537

Z197 Pro0rammable Electro-Optial K. Bromley 2500 933-6641 ZR01 1. 12 75 ON 487538
Processor

Z198 Narrowband Underwater Later Dr. E. J. Schimittchek 2500 933.7975 ZRO 11.07 170 ON 487W39
and Detector

2101 Solvaied E lecton!"Szlid System Or S J Szpak 2600 9336591 ZR02206 10 ON 487641
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Independent Exploratory
Developmnent

NELC ED FY74
NELC Principal Madi Task Fundmig DOC

Problem Title Investigator Code AUTOVON Area Sk Key

Z268 Voice and inage Data Com D, 0 0 Christy 3200 933-6515 ZF61.212 250 ON 487540
gpandino

2269 Telecomminunication Equipment C L Ward 4400 933.7295 ZF61-512 230 ON 487541
Low-Cosl Acquisition Method
(TELCAM)

Z270 Small Ship Command Control D G Mudd 3300 933-6258 ZF61-212 296 ON 487542
System (SSCCS)

l271 Fiber Optics Tactical Data Link J 0 Hollabaugh 1700 93346738 ZF61.212 35 ON 487618
MTACCS

Z272 Advanced Digital Communica. B 0. MKjhoneV 3200 933-6515 ZF61-212 100 ON 487543
tio,•s Modules System (AOCOM)

Z273 C3 Slandard.PackgingSVstem X G Glavas 4400 933.7136 ZF61-212 79 0N487544
Z,?4 Elcito-Oiptcal Pt.•,eoi, K Bromley 2500 933-6641 ZF61-712 so ON 487638

Z275 Optical Covwe Comnmunications Or G C .Mooradian 2500 933.7975 ZF61.212 150 UN 48M639

Utlixg LAsci Transeuiver%
(OCCUL T)

Z2 76 VEA'RDIN Gn utuoultto Deivi W J Oegka 500 933.2685 ZF61.212 46 ON 487640Study
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Independent Research

NELC D OC Rao o emntoProblem1  Title Key Rao o emnto

Zi 75 Low-Light Level TV IR Cathode ON 213139 improved cathodes of GaSh points were not reelized.

Z192 Equatorial Scintillation Research ON 487547 Funding preempted.

Z193 Qevices for New Frequency Regions ON 487534 Funding preempted: partilly funded by 63522N
S3643 (NELC G224). -Undersea Warfare Intelligence
SuPpot...

Z196 Soid Stat& Mx-- Menmor ON 487537 Funding preempted.

Z197 Prograrrmmale Electro-Ootical Processor ON 487638 6.1 work completed; now in [ED 62766N and also
planned for NAVELEX 6.2.

Z198 Narrowband Underwater Lowe Detector ON 4875a9 Funding preempted; partially continued under
62762N XF54.545.033 (N4ELC F233). '18lue-
green 01&? Lasee Technology."

Z1'%lI Solvated Eleetron/Solid System ON 487641 Completed.

Independent Emnloratory
Development

NE LC O
Problm title KtyRoion lot Tenisvnatiori

IzM8 voice and I 0age Dare voiig ON 487$40 Fundioig preemiptad.

Z271 F4w Ohi.ircn Tiwteca Data Ltrn& MTACCS 04)' 4876, 8 Atialyist complest. cable lot field tou beiag

Z272 A&i*ceod 0ig9a0 Coi uriaocation Mo60f ON 48643 Fondan ptow-ed.
System (AOCCU;

Z7 73 C3 StancWd P~karn*,g 0.%%-t ON 487644 Compkvud. wrev.Oot be"n u~ad



IR/IED PROJECT OTHER FUNDING

NELC NELC
Problem Title Funding Amount Problem Funding Amount

Z192 Equatorial Scintillation Research ZRO21.01 $ 55 M221 ONR 61153N RR032-08-0 $ 26
B215 ELEX 11402N X1508 10

M207 AIR 62759N WF52.551.701 10

Z274 Electro-Optical Processors ZF61.212 50 N609 ONR 62721N RF21.242.102 20

Z198 Narrowband Underwater Laser and ZR011.07 170 F211 ELEX 62721N XF21.222.018 i15
Detector

Z275 Optical Covert Communications Using ZF61.212 150 S202 NIF (NOL--NSAP) 150
Laser Transceivers IOCCULT)
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Indepndent Research

NELC FY75
UELC Principal Mail Res.arch Funding DOC

Proolem Title Investigator Code AUTOVON Requirement Sk Key

Z194 Signal Processing Imager Using Dr. I. Lagnado 4800 933-6877 ZR021.03 $ 50 ON 487535
Charge Coupled Devices

Z195 Solid-State Materals and Pro- N K. Wagner 4800 933M6877 ZR011.02 450 ON 4875M
cesses CharacterCstics

Z102 Indium Phosphide Diagnostics H. H. Weeder 2600 933,6591 ZR021-02 70 ON 587501
and Devices

Z103 Advanced Integrated Materlal L- J. Johnson 4300 933-7919 ZRO21,03 I0on iN 587502

for Power Electronics Reliability

Z104 Integrated Optical Processing Dr. H. F. Taylor 2500 93346841 ZR011.12 100 ON 587503

Z105 Intercept and Identification nl. A. Doillard 3300 9334257 ZR21 .0- 60 ON 587504
of Spreading Spectrum Sig"s

Z106 Statistical Logic W. Carqpe 3500 9334227 ZR021.03 so ON 587505

Z107 Continuous BlooI Presure Or. 4 Silva 3400 933-6471 ZRO41.01 50 ON 587506
Monitonr,•

ZI138 Frequency Shaprng for Voice C. R. Alten 3400 3,7372 ZRO21.03 25 ON 587507
Communications

Z109 Human Decision Miltmn as a Dr R. A Floiong 3400 933:7372 ZR042 09 s0 ON S"• 7n
Furction of Display Corn-
positioin variabti



Independent Exploratory
Development

NELC ED FY76
NELC Princtoa PMAI Task Fundinp DOC

Problem Title IvsatrCode AUTO VON Area $kKey

2269 Telecommunication Equinment J. H. Townsend 4400 =-37296 ZF61-512 5325K ON 487541
Laow-Cost Acquts-of Method
iTELCAM)

Z270 Sma~llShip Command Conturo 1) G Mudd 3300 933-5258 ZF61-212 40 ON 487542
System tssccsl

2274 Real-Time Mask too ELecting R. P. Bocker 2500 93346641 ZF61-212 10D ON 4876Zj8l
Opi~tcal Pfocessor

ZJ?75 Oipiccal Covert Commnunicattains R Novembit 2020 93340281 ZF61-212 715 ON 487638

IOCCULT)

2276 QED Validation uv~ng Aý,.. L. H1rarls 2100 933-685 ZF61-212 46S ON 587640

2277 Tacltca;Oatakework R. Kelly -,t2oo 93346516 ZF61-212 355 oNi 8150
21 S T ctcfr~ommwtecat~ons J3 C, Kvishaw 2100 933-7701 .ZF615.61~ 60 ON 587509
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